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DVENBER 15, 1973

Market

Three Rookie Astronauts Begin Longest Planned Space Voyage
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — Three rookie American
astronauts rocketed into orbit
today to start man's longest
planned space voyage, an 84day "holiday cruise" aboard
the Skylab space station.
"You've got three happy
rookies up here," commander
Gerald P. Carr reported after
the space newcomers became
adjusted to the weightless
world. "It's really neat. It's a
great world."
"We can hardly keep our
eyes away from the window,"
said solar physicist Dr: Edward
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Gibson, 37, began the final Skylab trip on the power of a Saturn 48 rocket that thundered
During the marathon flight, into a clear sky right on schedwhich will span Thanksgiving, ule at 9:01 a.m. EST.
"It's as smooth as glass,"
Christmas and New Year's,
Carr, Gibson and William R. Carr reported as the astronauts
Pogue are to conduct extensive and their Apollo ferry ship darstudies of the sun, earth and ted into orbit more than 100
miles high 10 minutes after liftman.
They'll also take an unprece- off. They immediately began
dented look at the great comet the 17,400 mile-an-hour chase to
Kohoutek, a visitor from outer track down the 85-ton Skylab,
space now streaking toward the which was several thousand
miles ahead of them._
sun.
Marine Lt. Cal. Carr,.41; Alr - Slightly more than two hours
Force Lt. Col. Pogue, 43, and after launch, the spacemen exe-

G. Gibson. "There already are
nose smears all over the win-

cuted the first of five rocket fir- for knowledge about himself
ings intended to close the gap and his world."
The flight, ABA Carr has
— a two-second burst from
dubbed a "holiday cruise," will
their big main engine.
be the most rigorous test yet of
•The burn was on
Carr reported. "That was one man's ability to withstand the
physical and psychological
heck of a kick in the pants."
The space travelers were to stresses of long space travel.
link up with the station at 5:25 The medical results will have a
bearing on whether astronauts
p.m, EST.
As the astronauts departed, one day will embark for other
President Nixon sent them a planets.
By studying the sun and
message that said in part:
"The final manned flight of the earth, the astronauts hope to
Skylab program will bring to a learn if space can be exploited
close the single most produc- for the benefit of mankind.
No one can predict the benetive program in man's quest

fits. But the thousands of
photos and miles of tape gathered by the first two Skylab
crews and the data to be collected on this last mission could
provide a valuable payoff in the
years ahead.
The information will be studied to determine if a space science can be developed for locating hidden oil and mineral
reserves; assessing agricultural
potential, arable land and diseased and healthy crops; estimating timber volume; mapping snow cover and assessing
water runoff ; charting air and

Tens of thousands Of persons
water pollution and their
sources; forecasting weather, in the area watched the fiery
departure of the last American
and locating fishing grounds
The solar data will help sci- manned space mission until a
entists better understand the Joint U.S.-Russian flight schedsun and how it affects the en- uled in July 1975. Still, it was
tire solar system. Solar flares one of the smallest crowds to
spew large doses of radiation witness an astronaut launch
into space, influencing weather here.
Included were the wives of
commudistrupting
and
nications on earth by creating the spacemen, six Carr children, four Gibson children and
magnetic storms.
An understanding of how the three Pogue children.
The astronauts were awaksun produces thermonuclear
energy also could lead to a lim- ened at 3:50 a.m. in crew quaritless, pollution-free power ters five miles from the launch
pad.
source on earth.
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DEBBIE DODD, senior at Murray High
School, is administered the hearing test by
Murray State University senior Debbie Wood,
in the tests conducted at the school on
Thursday.

Tire
ID II

SUZI HUGHES,MSU senior from Paducah,
adjusts the earphones on Vicki Kalberer,
senior at Murray School, in the hearing
screening tests on Thursday.

f

)

MEMBERS OF THE Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club—Mrs. Roy Starks, Mrs. Cliff
Campbell, Mrs. Durwood Beatty, and Mrs. Lloyd Jacks, assist students at Murray High School in
completing the registration forms for the hearing screening tests conducted by the Division of Speech
and Hearing at Murray State University in cooperation with the Theta Department on Thursday.
Over 600 students were tested.
Photos By Wilson Woolley
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Over 600 Students Are Given Hearing
Tests In Screening At Murray High

1LE

Six hundred and fourteen
students at Murray High School
were given hearing screening
tests by the Division of Speech
and Hearing at Murray State
University in cooperation with
the Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club on
Thursday at the high school.
Four special machines for the
screening were set up in two
carpeted rooms in the school
and Murray High Principal Eli
the
arranged
Alexander
schedule for the students to take
their tests.
Officials of the Division of
Speech and Hearing said
students found with problems of
hearing or any suspected
defects will be referred to the
Speech and Hearing Diagnostic
Center at Murray State
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Partly cloudy and colder today, with the high in the mid
(3lear and—cold -wain
tonight. Low in the low 30s.
Partly cloudy Saturday and
warmer, with a high around 60.
Increasing cloudiness and
warmer Sunday.

University or to their own
physician
Dr. Torn Barton, audiologist
from Speech and Hearing
Department, directed four of
his students in the tests
throughout the day. The
students were Debbie Wood,
Suzi Hughes, Janet McKinney,
and Joyce Payne.
Members of the Theta
Department of the Murray

additional gas. Mansfield said 'of Murray, Kentucky, go on set an example to the public by
that the city may have to take record as suggesting and en- cutting back the thermostat
setting in his place of business.
more action to curtail the use of couraging the following:
"3. That each resident of the
natural gas if additional sup"1. That each businessman in
city turn off all unnecessary
plies cannot be obtained.
the City turn off all outdoor
The council approved the advertising signs during lighting.
"4. That each resident of the
ordinance
an
of
drawing
daylight hours, and decrease
requiring gas system customers his normal lighted advertising city keep the temperature of his
residence a few degrees cooler
to turn off outdoor gas lights in during night-time hours.
than has been normal in the
an effort to conserve the gas as
"2. That each businessman past."
long as there is a shortage.
Also approved was a
1111111111111111111111111.111111111111111111111111111111,
resolution, introduced by
Melvin Henley, urging the Tommy Marshall Appointed
citizens of the community to
conserve energy. The resolution
follows:
"Recognizing the severity
and importance of the impending energy crisis to the
citizens of Murray, Kentucky,
Councilman Roy Starks, chairman of the finance comand
Thursday's
at
budget
mittee, gave a report on the city
"Whereas the Mayor and
council meeting. Starks pointed out several areas where
Common Council of the City of
departments had overspent their budgets but said that other
Murray has a responsibility to
departments had not spent their total-budgets and that it was
the community for the
anticipated that the city would be in the black by some $5,800
alleviation of this crisis insofar
at the end of the year
as is possible, and
"Our expenditures have run ... $818,267," Starks said.
"Whereas it behooves all
"This is $34,412 over our estimated expenditures. That means
citizens to cooperate in the
we can deduct our contingency fund and our capital outlay
conservation of our natural
Dan Thomas ( Tommy ) Mansfield, recommended to the
fund which amounts to $22,300 from this $34,312 which we
resources, and
Marshall was hired by the council that Marshall be aphave overrun on expenditures.
the
of
citizen
each
"Whereas
Murray City Council last night pointed to the position and the
"That leaves a $12,112 deficit in the entire budget," Starks
community has a responsibility as the new superintendent of the council approved unanimously.
said. "The bright spot is that our anticipated revenue has
to the community as a whole to Murray Natural Gas System
The council accepted the
increased this year by the amount of $17,953." Starks exrender aid and assistance in effective December 15. The gas resignation of City Judge
the
from
deficit
dollar
$12,112
plained that subtracting the
conserving our energy supplies, system has been without a Donald Overbey, recently
$17,953 in unbudgeted additional revenue would leave the city
particularly during the coming superintendent since December elected city prosecuting atin the neighborhood of $5,800 in the black at the end of the
winter months,
of last year and asst. supt. Gary torney. State statues provide
year,
"Be it therefore resolved that Requarth has been serving in that the city prosecuting atthe Mayor and Common Council that
torney take office on December
capacity.
Marshall is presently the 1
Appointed to fill the unexfiscal officer for student
financial aid at Murray State pired term was newly elected
University, a position he has city judge, Stephen Sanders,
held since 1968. He is a member who would normally take office
of the Murray Optimist Club. in January.
Mayor Holmes Ellis read a
The new superintendent is
married and he and his wife11 portion of Overbey's letter of
Olivia, have two children, Vick, resignation which said: "I've
••••
The first thing the govern- bassador to India and Demo- 10, a student at Murray Middle enjoyed our association for the
WASHINGTON ( AP — The
years both as city
man who ran World War II ra- ment will have to watch for in cratic governor of his state, School and Allison, 8, a student past eight
prosecutor and
city
and
judge
The
School.
interview
University
at
telephone
a
in
said
the
is
gasoline
program
a
rationing
says
tioning programs
grateful to you and
rationing will be necessary black market, he said, noting that at one point during the family lives at 1701 Audubon I'm forever
the council for the kind
again if the shortage ap- that it almost wrecked the World War II program about 15 Drive.
committee of cooperation shown to me and I
gas
natural
coupons
The
ration
the
of
cent
per
deof
cent
program.
II
per
War
20
World
proaches
the council, chaired by Paul look forward to serving the City
Bowles, also former am- were bogus.
mand.
of Murray and its citizens in the
Chester Bowles, head of the
ensueing four years as city
Office of Price Administration
prosecuting attorney."
during the war, said he prefers
meow*
The council authorized the
rationing and opposes a stiff
of portable radio
purchase
dedampen
to
tax
gasoline
equipment for the fire departmand. A tax "would just soak
ment at a cost of $674.20 plus tax
the little guy," he said.
from the General Electric
Bowles, now in retirement at
Corporation. The state has
his home in Essex, Conn., said
provided $637 in funds to the city
the nation might be able to get
toward the purchase of this
by without rationing if the
_equipment.
shortage is 10 per cent of deCity Clerk Stanford Andrus
mand.
was authorized to refund the
cost of a privilege license to it
"Iftwes
citizen who had purchased the
fallgagift
license and later, due to a
misunderstanding, was unable
contain sugar and flavoring and
to open the business.
is a sin to sell such trash."
Mayor Ellis reported that he
Arlie Scott introduced the
had visited the sanitary landfill
speaker and said that Farmwith sanitation department
City Week was the time to tell
supt. Rex Billington and had
the success story of American
found the site in excellent
agriculture and encouraged
condition. He commended the
better communications between
sanitation department on the
-A
farm people and city people.
operation of the landfill but
pointed out that the cooperation
The following farmers were
of the citizens is needed to inguests of members of the
1
sure the continued upkeep of the
Kiwanis Club; Jim Walton,
DISCUSS BICENTENNIAL PLANS—Mary Nell Smith, left, Western Regional Director of Ken- landfill. The Mayor was
Teddy Potts, Bill Ed Hendon,
County
et the Calloway
re
refering In..peratels.. using lbe
- Harold -Houston, .0tley White, tucky Historical Kyents celebration, and MrsC.C. Lerl, eleerdinater
ala Meettng *of- the landfill at times other than the
upcoming. iesi-hing ëv
Max Parks, Van Futrell, Paul Bicentennial Celebration, discussed plans for the
get
will
celebration
night.
Coanty's
Calloway
last
here
Committee
posted hours when no one is on
Blalock, Sherwood Potts, Glen Calloway County Bicentennial
County Judge Robert duty.
McCuiston, underway in January with a Handmade Doll Exhibit at the Murray Art Guild.
W.D.
Kelso,
and Dr. L.J. Hortin is University coordinator.
Thurston Furches, Doyle Webb, Miller is co-coordinator with Mrs. Lowry
(See Council, Page 12)
(Staff Photo By Gene McCuteheon
and Lowell Palmer.

system is still not receiving any
By GENE McCUTCHBON
gas from National Chemical
Ledger & Times News Editor
Mayor Holmes Ellis and Co., and indicated that National
members of the Murray City might be able to supply the city
Council expressed concern over with any gas due problems in
the impending energy crisis last transporting the gas in Texas
night at the regular meeting of Gas lines.
Mansfield said that the
the council.
Paul Mansfield, chairman of committee is now negotiating
the council's natural com- with another firm, Reynoldsmittee, said that the local Vincent of Owensboro, for
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City Council Passes Resolution
Urging Conservation Of Energy
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Concern Expressed Over Crisis
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Woman's Club who helped with
the registration of the students
and coordinated the schedules
were Mrs. Roy Starks, Mrs
Cliff Campbell, Mrs. Dui-wood
Beatty, and Mrs. Lloyd Jacks.
Students who were absent
from school or unable to take
the test on Thursday may call
the Speech and Hearing Clinic
at Murray State to check for an
(See Hearing,Page 12)

City Budget Should
End Year In Black

Council Names
Superintendent
Of Gas System

Bowles Says Rationing Will Be
Necessary If Shortage Is 20 Per Cent

Russian Agriculture Discussed at Kiwanis Meet
To recognize Farm-City
Week,Cloys Hobbs, president of
Purchase
the
Jackson
Production Credit Association,
told members of the Kiwanis
Club and their farmer guests
about Russian agriculture at
their regular meeting held
Thursday night at the Murray
Woman's Clubhouse.
Hobbs was with a group that
toured several Russian cities
and farms a few years ago.
"Russian agriculturc was about
-25 years -behind' -American
agriculture production," he
said. He predicted that if a
28,000 acre farm could be split
into 500 to 1,000 acres and given
to Calloway County farmers

that production could be tripled
with their knowledge and
machinery.
"The Russian people were
very friendly," Hobbs reported
and the "women did as much
physical labor on the farms as
the men." Russian peasants
were afraid that machinery
would make them unemployed
"as half the people in the United
States are, according to what
they believe." He said they
taught .thoir chtlthon Atheism
"When children are given
chewing gum,they take it away
because of the sugar and fruit
juices are used instead of cold
drinks which the Russians say

•-
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Mrs. Jackson Opens
Home For Meeting

Mrs. Roberts Speaks On Services
Child Care Office At Sigma Meet
The Sigma Department of the Hendon, calling attention of the
Murray Woman's Club met in group to various items on
the Club House on Monday display for sale; Kindergarten
evening, November 12, at 7:30 chairman, Mrs. Frank Fan,
p.m. Mrs. O.B. Boone, Jr., requesting Sigma members to
opened with a meditation from register their children for the
year; Eye
Walt Whitman's "Leaves of next school
Screening Chairman, Mrs.
Grass."
Mrs. Fred Wells, vice- Bethel Richardson, reporting
chairman, introduced the that her committee has
speaker, Mrs. Ray Roberts, received training and will soon
Child Care Worker with the begin their schedule of work.
Fair Queen Chairman, Mrs.
Kentucky Department of
who Jere Stripling, announced that
Resources
Human
presented a most informative Miss Gale Broach, Miss
program on the various ser- Calloway County, 1973, will
vices offered through her office. appear in the Miss Kentucky
are County Fair, 1973, Beauty
Services available
Protective (child abuse and Contest in Louisville in
neglect, divorce custody); January. This will be held
Counseling unwed mothers; during the Kentucky Associaton
Foster Homes (six approved of Fairs and Horse Shows. Miss
homes in Calloway County); Broach will be sponsored by the
Adoptive Home Studies and local Jaycees.
Mrs. Ed Overbey, Chairman
placement of babies (presently
20 approved homes in Calloway of "A VISIT WITH SANTA,"
County, only two babies placed announced that plans are
this year); Juvenile Service) completed and committees
and Homemaking Service on a functioning for this "fun party"
Limited basis (worker from on December 8 in the Woman's
Marshall County is shared with Club House. Tickets were
distributed to members for each
Calloway County).
Mrs. Roberts related a session. Morning hours will be
special need for additional 9:30 - 11:00; afternoon hours
Foster Homes in the coun- 1:00 - 2:30. The Club house will
ty....homes where a child will be be festively decorated and a
accepted "as he is" with love, delightful and entertaining
patience, and understanding. program is planned for the
She further indicated that a children. Tickets may be
Juvenile Service worker is purchased from Sigma membeing assigned to Calloway bers or from ticket chairman,
County this week. This office Mrs. Donald Burchfield---753was formerly known as 3574.
Hostesses for the evening
the Kentucky Department of
Child Welfare and is located on were Mesdames Donald Keller,
Clegg Austin, Allen McCoy,
North 5th Street.
In the business session Mrs. Thomas Hopkins, A.W. SimJames Frank, chairman, mons,- Jr., George Ed Waldrop,
recognized and welcomed to the and Gary Marquart.
department three new memHeat flaked cooked fish with
bers—Mrs. Walt Apperson, cooked rice in a generous
Mrs.
and
Maddox
Mrs. William
amount of butter. Garnish with
Dick Cunningham.
sieved hard-cooked egg. Call
Kedgeree and serve
The secretary, Mrs. Tommy the dish
for brunch.
call
roll
the
read
Alexander,
and the minutes. Committee
Heat French bread without a
reports were given by the foil covering if you want the
finance chairman, Mrs. Gene bread to be crusty.
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Children's Movie Sot. 1:00 til 3
"Flight of the Lost BalloonnIG- 75' to AN!

Star-
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THEATRE

. Betrayed
by the
Hunted
woman
by Interpol he loves

Bake sale will be held in the
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Central Shopping Center
the
Murray Mental Health
starting at nine a.m. by the
Center at seven p.m.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi.
Senior recital of Keith Sperry,
clarinet, Goose Creek, S.C., will
Harding College A Cannella be at 8:15 p.m. in the recital hall
Chorus of Searcy, Ark., will of the Fine Arts Building Annex,
present a program of religious MSU.
music at the University Church
of Christ at eight pm. The
Senior Citizens will have
public is invited.
artex painting at St. John's
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Leaf raking day will be held
by Tri Alpha, Clean Teens, and
the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club for
disabled, shutin, or persons
unable to get work done. Call
7534469 or 753-1557 for an appointment. In case of rain will
be on November 24.

•

NIGHTTIME TREATS—Cold sheets don't feel nearly so chilly when sleepy-eyed youngsters get
ready for bed in soft, huggable sleepwear. Embroidered balloon motifs and ruffled trim add interest
to the long sleeved pajama set and Empire gown created for the %lime the Pooh holiday collection.
Both are made of brushed tricot of Caprolan 24 nylon, and are flame retardant, machine washable
and dryable.
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Coffee Cup Chatter

By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
For Home Economies
USING BAKING SODA IN
NURSERY—Furniture
THE
and toys: Wash with solution of
1 tablespoon soda per quart of
warm water. The safe cleaner.
Baby spit-ups; Rub with sponge
sprinkled with dry soda to
prevent stains and odor. Diaper
pail; use 3 tablespoons of soda
in the pail of water to prevent
odors.—Mrs. Barletta Wrather,
MEATLESS SUPPER
Fried Tomatoes with
209 Maple St., Murray.
Cream Gravy
POTATO FRYING TIP Savory Green Beans
Never overload the frying
Sweet Potatoes
basket with raw potato strips
Homemade Honey Wheat Germ when frying potatoes. They are
Bread
Beverage high in moisture content. When
Date Torte
too many strips are put into hot
SAVORY GREEN BEANS
Save tie cooking liquid to fat at once, the temperature of
the fat drops excessively—
add to snip or a sauce.
cooking is slower and strips
1 pound snap beans
2 tablespoons butter
absorb more fat. Also, exor margarine
cessive moisture on the
'2 teaspoon Worcestershire
potatoes will cause more
sauce spattering of the fat.—Mrs.
'4 teaspoon garlic salt
Patricia Curtsinger, Benton.
Tip beans and wash in cold
water; cut into 1-inch crosswise
QUALITY
BONDED
dagonallengths. Turn into a 2quart saucepan and add I inch FABRICS Offer the consumer
boiling water. Boil, covered, good performance and styling
just until beans ar.• tender- versality at a low price. They
minutes; are wrinkle resistant, hold their
crisp — about
drain. Add remaining in- shape, good looking and easy to
gredients and stir untl butter handle for the home sewer. In
melts. Makes 4 servings.
addition, bonded fabrics offer
the following advantages: They
are available in a variety of
weights, They help create
varied fabric style effects, such
MURRAY
as open-weave fabrics which
CiRiVE
show the color of the backing
N
,Weaite
fabric, when lined with acetate
0-pen 6:45-Start 7:15 tricot, they reduce annoying
due to static-electricity
FRI.-SAT.-SUN. "cling"
build-up in polyester and nylon
fabrics, They add warmth
without adding appreciable
A PERFUMED
mo,
weight, when foam bonding is
ZOO FOR
used,They do not require lining,
TOME
because they are self-lined.
SNE-CATS!
Several types of fabrics are
used for the backing of bonding
fabrics. Acetate tricot offers
advantages in
providing
comfort (especially when the
outer fabric is scratchy), low
cost and excellent aesthetic
characteristics.—Catherine
Thompson, Hickman.

PAUL?1EWMAN
THE MACKINTOSH MAN
Pa]

From Wilmot are*

A WINVAM

"WOOL
UNCLAIMED
GIRLS"

Caniommic miens Company
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Late Show Tonite & Sat. 11:40 p.m.
"THE LAST SHOT"IX I 18 or Over Only

— Plus —
"LOVE AT 16"L11

The Blankenship Circle of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women met
at the home of Mrs. Donna
Jackson for the November
meeting.
Mrs. Gllnda Hill, president,
presided, and Mrs. Carolyn
Parks gave the program. The
minutes of the last meeting
were read by the secretary,
Mrs. Wanda Kirnbro, and the
treasurer's report was given by
Mrs. Martha Butterworth.
'The group discussed giving of
gifts to a needy person or Willi!.
at Christmas. Mrs. Shardyn
Erwin and Mrs. Sheila Hendrickson were appointed to
make arrangements for the fits
aria report back to the group
Refreshments were served to
the nine members and two
guests.
The December meeting will
be held on Wednesday,
December 12, at six p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Sharilyn Erwin.
This will be a potluck supper
and each member is to bring a
two dollar gift for exchange.

Ladies of the Oaks Country
Club will have a general
meeting at seven p.m. at the
Readers' Theatre will present club. New officers will be inits third production of "Flowers stalled.
for Algernon" at the University
The Westside Homemakers
School Auditorium at eight p.m.
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Harold noses with Mrs.
A music show will be
Glen Gibbs as hostess at 12:30
presented at Faxon School at
p.m.
seven p.m. Supper, including
chili, hot dogs, cake, pie, and
The Penny Homemakers Club
drinks, will be served starting
will meet at the home of Mrs.
at six p.m.
Paul Butterworth at one p.m.

4

COOKING
IS FUN

United Artists

Of Church Circle

Monday, November 18
Murray Chapter, National
Secretaries Association (
will meet at seven p.m. on the
second floor of the Calloway
County Court House with Nat
Ryan Hughes as guest speaker.

Saturday, November 17
Delta Gamma Chapter of Phi
Beta Lambda will be collecting
canned goods for needy families
from homes in the community
to distribute for Thanksgiving
from six to ten p.m. Persons
having donations call Donna
Ramsey 767-6166.

erso&F.,:c

The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
of the Woodmen of the World
held a rush party at the community room of the Murray
Federal Savings and Loan
Association.
Games were played and
refreshments of orange punch
and cake with sugar pumpkins
on top were served.
The business session was held
after the rush party.

MIES>

Sunday, November 18
United Methodist Men of
Kirksey will have a breakfast at
seven a.m. with William B.
Miller as speaker.

Friday, November 18
Reader's Theatre will present
its second production of
"Flowers for Algernon" at the
University School Auditorium
at eight p.m.

Rush Party Held
By Tau Phi Lambda

V30001[1;16 Thru TUE.

PAGE TH

HOME BUYERS: A house
shopper can check out a lot of
the "little things" that often go
wrong. Open and close all the
dears- and windcans • tube sure
they work efficiently. Look for
adequate lights in every room.
Is there high-quality, easyworking kitchen equipment'
Check for damaged foundation
walls
Check the amount of

Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood will have its noon
luncheon at the home of Mrs.
Olga Freeman, Hazel, with
Miss Ann Herron as cohostess.
Mrs. Richard Brown of Chapter
P, Paducah, will present the
program.

The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
—km its noon luncheon at the
dub house at noon with Miss
Cappie Beale, Dr. Alberta
Chapman, and Mrs. J.I. Hosick
as hostesses.

CHILI
to be bell
Sessions
753-3374.
Dee Can
derma.

Cook's

Mother
Goose
Fashions
Bel Air
Shopping
Center

Center from ten a.m. to 12 noon,
and men's arts and crafts will
be from 1:30 to three p.m.

▪
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CENTRAL

Starts Thanksgiving
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"MAIDS ARE COMING"
[X; Under 18 Not Admitted

insulation in walls and ceilings.The One-Way Singers will
-Juanita Amonett, ('ourthouse, present a program, "Good
CINEMA 1 - Starts
Paducah
News," at the Memorial Baptist
Church at 7:30 p.m.
IF VOL HAVE just found the
perfect antique desk that will
Sunday, November 18
UMW IIIIVEITIMES
set your room apart from all
Concert by the Nashville
11
'
OF DEEERY
other rooms. find yourself an Symphony Orchestra with Thor
antique waste basket to match. Johnson conducting will be at
DUSTIN
Be ingenious, display a sense of Lovett Auditorium at 3:30 p.m.
HOIFTHAN
humor, choose something This will be a presentation by
TITTLE
BIG MAN'
clever and imaginative. You the Murray Civic Music
' Tecttncokx •
PG
Pans...two
might look for copper kettles, Association.
PLUS
old type baskets, black or bass
coal hods or a coal urn. An old
MUD MKS
Officers training day for
brass drum without its top skin
PG
as 'AMAX
would be good for an Early United Methodist Church
CALLED UM
American room.—Mrs. Mildred Women will be at Calvary
Church, Paris, Tenn., from two
W. Potts, LaCenter
to four p.m.
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..CORDUROY IS BEING used
In clothing more and more this
fall. It thrives on machine
washing and drying. Test the
garment for color fastness—
strong colors must be washed
and dried separately, turn them
inside out and clean the washer
and dryer filters before laundering. Use a fabric softener for
additional fluffiness, and if
ironing is necessary, do it from
the wrong side on a thick towel.-Mrs. Dean Roper, Courthouse,
Mayfield.

Test drive a new MATADOR...
prove to yourself why it's one
of the most talked about
cars on the road! •
THE ROOMY MATADOR COUPE

THE SUMMER MONTHS are
over, but the urge to cook out
lingers on. Many a pleasant fall
day offers the chance for picnics in the park or cookouts in
the backyard. Sandwiches taste
better if made on the spot—
they'll be fresher and each
person can make his own.
Dried, evaporated and concentrated milk are easy to
carry and convenient to use.
Soot from campfires will clean
off with less trouble when you
rub soap on the outside of
cooking utensils before you use
the. Salad vegatables will travel
well in a crisper pan or plactic
bag with some ice cubes.
Canned food is easily carried—
but don't make the mistake of
heating unopened cans, because
they may explode.---Mrs
Maxine Griffin, Federal Bldg,
Box B. Clinton.

THE SPORTY MATADOR X

1

.

—_

-

THE PLUSH MATADOR BROUGHAM

..:

ALL BACKED BY
THE EXCLUSIVE
AMC BUYER
PROTECTION PLAN!

Zip up mayonnaise by adding
curry powder, a blend of many
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Pare and slice a cucumber;
add to sour cream. Serve with
canned salmon and salad
greens fol- lunch.

806 Coldwater Road
......

PADrICTiON PLAN .••&&1••••••• at...can

Phone 753-6448
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CHILDREN OF the Sigma Kindergarten at Robertson School bold tickets for "A Visit with Santa"
to be held Saturday, December 8, sponsored by the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club
Sessions will be at 9:30 a.m. and one p.m. at the club house and tickets may be purchased by calling
753-3574. Shown are front row. left to right, Mrs. Shirley Winters, teacher, Ward Simmons, Kelly
Don Curd, and Anne Miller. back row, Greg Roberts. Amy Johnson, Heather Doyle, and Renee Anderson.

Look's Tour

By NANCY COOK
Last month I started a
column on Blair House, the
President's guest house in
Washington, D.0 I found the
Kentucky influence so interesting that I couldn't resist
carrying the story over into
this month's column
Blair House was purchased
in 1836 by Francis Preston
Blair who came to Washington
from the Commonwealth to
establish a newspaper for the
Jackson Administration It
remained in the possession of
this fascinating family for
more than 100 years_
Blair was an 1811 honors
graduate from 'Transylvania
University He studied law
and was admitted to the
Kentucky bar in 1817 but never
practiced Instead he tried
unrather
farming,
successfully, then entered
politics at Frankfort and also
added many journalistic
endeavors to his career It was
as a loyal supporter of Andrew
Jackson that he came to

iA 2

WIVE"

Open Sunday

1 AHEAD!

1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
MOTHER GOOSE
FASHION

Washington in 1830 to assist
that President
As editor of the Administration newspaper,
Globe" he developed a
remarkable ability to mold
public opinion through his
editorial columns as well as
his methods of presenting
news and ideas As he became
part of the group of intimates
of President Jackson, the
Blair House became a
political as well as social
center
President Martin Van
succeeded
who
Buren,
Jackson, consulted daily with
Blair, it is said, and even later
with Blair's eldest son,
Montgomery
Montgomery
Blair
gained
national
prominence on his own when
he was appointed Postmaster
General in the Lincoln Administration
During the early 1860's the
Blair House was a frequent
meeting place for chiefs of
both sides of the Civil War
conflict General Robert E.
Lee, Jefferson Davis and
were
President Lincoln
among the noted visitors who
came to confer with the Blair
family members during that
period.
Gist Blair, the youngest son
of Montgomery Blair, was the
last member of the family to
occupy the house. He loved the
Blair House with a poignant

appreciation for its place in
history and devoted a large
measure of his thought and
care to it
I truly was excited to
discover Blair's Kentucky
background and his contribution to the heritage of our
nation. I do hope when you're
in Washington you will look
across Pennsylvania Avenue
from the White House and
absorb the fine beauty of Blair
House as well.

Robert kwePh MeCmort II

R. J. McCoart II
Named For Edition
Robert Joseph McCoart II,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
McCoart, 300 South 5th Street,
Murray, senior at Murray High
School, has been notified that he
is to be featured in the Seventh
annual edition of "Who's Who
Among American High School
Students."
The student, known as
"Jody",is active in football and
Hi-Y Club at Murray High
School. He is a member of St.
Leo's Catholic Church. He plans
to attend Murray State
University after his graduation
from high school.

NOW SHOWING
ORIGINAL PAINTINGS
by
Mildred Jackson

•

Hours 10-5 Monday - Saturday
Other times by appointment
v Hand Painted China
4, Collection of Cups, Saucers
and Egg Craft
v Ceramics
Turn west off Hwy 80 on to Wadesboro Road
about 1 mile Sign will be in the yard.

When making custard sauce of
cooked salad dressing and it
curdles, you can bring ir back
to smoothness if you remove it
from the heat at once and pour
it Immediately into a cold bow
and beat vigorously with the
electric mixer.
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Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer Presents Program
At November Meeting of Kappa Department

Bridge & Luncheon
Held By Women Of
The Murray Club

FOR CHRISTMAS GIVING

S.AI

- I am' a widow with my hinds. full.
DEAR -Ralph, my 28-year-old son, recently divorced a no-good wife,
so now he and their 4-year-old child are living with me.
[His wife ran off with another man, but that's another
letter 1
Now Ralph is mixed up with 'Rosetta, his 25-year-old
first cousin who has had several affairs before. II was told
this by Rosetta's mother, who is my sister.] Rosetta's
MRS.HAROLD EVERSMEYER arranges flowers for a holiday
husband served papers on her last month, took -.their two
arrangement at the program presented by her at the meeting of
children, and put her out. He charged her with prostitution,
alcoholism, and drug addiction. Rosetta is now living With , the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
her mother right in my neighborhood, which makes it
worse.
Abby, I can't make my son see that there is anything
wrong with Rosetta He says he loves her and wants to
marry her It is killing me Help me.
TRW'BLED OUT WEST
The Kappa Department of the Mesdames Scott Seiber, Ed
DEAR TROUBLED: Love is blind. It's also deg and
Murray Woman's Club had as Powderly, Edgar Howe, Jr.,
dumb in most cases. If you put down Rosetta. your son will
their guest speaker for the Morris Baucum, Don Brock,
only become more determined to defend her. Some people
November 6th evening meeting, Joseph
Hendon,
Wilson
have to learn the hard way, so gun fighting a situation
Mrs. Harold Eversrneyer, who Woolley, Terry Arndt, and
that YOU can't change.
presented a highly informative Clayton Adams.
If Ralph Is ever going to see the light. he'll have to
program on making fall and
Mrs. Clyde Adkins reported
discover it himself. Besides, not all states allow first-cousin
holiday decorations for the that
approximately $1,430 was
rrria.ges. Also, as bad as Rosetta's record is. she could
eao
m
rlm
home.
made on the "Haunted House,"
introduction,
Following an
a project successfully unDEAR ABBY: I play cards with a woman who is alby Mrs. Joe Rexroat, vice- dertaken
by the department
ways bragging about her children Several times lately she
department,
the
of
chairman
again this year. Co-chairmen,
has said that her 21-year-old daughter, who is a junior at
Mrs. Eversrneyer proiciently Mrs
Adkins and Mrs. M.D.
the University of Iowa, is the only virgin in her sorority I
proceeded to artfully arrange Hassell,
were commended by
think this is a terrible reflection on the rest of the girls in
pine cones, tinsel pieces, Mrs.
Miller for efficiently
the sorority.
flowers,
greenery, artificial
organizing and presenting the
I am just dying to put this woman in her place. If she
magnolia leaves, varnished event.
ANOTHER MOTHER
says it again, what should I say'
seeds and nuts, and dried
Proceeds from the "Haunted
DEAR MOTHER: Ask her how she can be sure.
flowers in various types of
containers in presenting eight House" will be used as
DEAR ABBY: I hope you won t think I am some kind
donations toward the Headstart
separate decorative pieces.
of nut, but here I go:
program, the Human Growth
me
told
who
phone
the
Last week I called a friend on
Mrs. Dan Miller, chairman, and Development program, and
she was sick in bed with a miserable cold. She said it
presided at the business the mai Speech and Hearing
started with a sore throat, which developed into a head
Mrs. Ronald Babb, Center.
meeting.
how
me
telling
details,
the
all
cold, and she went into
called the roll and
secretary,
Mrs. Sid Easley reported that
miserable she felt.
introduced nine new members Headstart had purchased a
I know this will sound ridiculous, but I no sooner hung
to the department who are freezer for food storage with the
up the receiver when my throat started to ache. The next
amount allotted to them.
morning
next
the
and
run,
thing I knew, my nose started to
Mrs. Jack Shell gave a
I was down with one of the worst colds I had ever had. I
report and antreasurer's
was feeling perfectly fine until I spoke to this friend of
were made
nouncements
mine.
concerning activities sponsored
I am better now, but it took five days of medication
by other departments of the
and plenty of rest to get over it Is it possible that I got
men
of
club.
heard
I've
suggestion?
of
power
the
this cold thru
Hostesses for the meeting
actually having labor pains when their wives were in labor,
were Mesdames Ronald Babb,
and wonder if my cold could have come about thru sympaFord, A.R. Hatcher,
PANAMA CITY, FLA.
thy to my friend?
The women of the Murray Jimmy
John Hina, James Stahler, and
regular
its
held
can
Club
Country
suggestion
of
power
DEAR PAN: It's possible. The
Turnbow.
session of bridge on Wednesday Charles
be mighty powerful.
with Mrs. Charles Sexton and
CONFIDENTIAL TO "WONDERING IN ATLANTA":
Mrs. Conrad Jones as hostesses.
It's only a wild guess, but it's the rare 52-year-old man who
Winners named were Mrs.
leaves a marriage—even a dull one—to "try the fun of
Sexton, first high; Mrs. J. Matt
bachelorhood." A man that age who wants a divorce usualSparkman, second high; Mrs.
ly has someone waiting in the wings.
George Oakley, third; Mrs.
John Farrell, fourth; Mrs. Don
Robinson, fifth; Mrs. Freed
Cotham, worst cards.

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR SATURDAY,NOVEMBER 17, 1973
stacle" to your plans is only an
ARIES
illusion. Proceed with cont Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Don't let your enthusiasm get fidence.
the better of you. Look into all CAPRICORN
suggestions carefully. Do not I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
accept merely because they
Keep all senses alert.
"sound clod."
Someone who has been
TAURUS
somewhat mystifying, given
( Apr. 21 to May 21) ti4W
unusual moods, may actually be
Especially favored now: trying to tell you something.
personal relationships, home
and family concerns, romance AQUARIUS
and social activities. You should (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
have a bright day.
Don't let false pride hinder
GEMINI
your progress. If you feel
(May 22 to June 21)"Pr- stymied in a certain area, don't
and hesitate to ask advice. Even a
excitement
Inner
heightened anticipation could "lesser light" could prove
send you off the sound path, in helpful.
both thought and action. Make a
special effort to maintain PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
composure.
Don't let a tricky situation
ISO
CANCER
dismay you. Your innate in(June 22 to July 23)
There may be a hitch in tuition, which often borders on
certain arrangements — real inspiration, will see you
especially those involving through.
travel. Be prepared to imYOU BORN TODAY are
provise.
surely among the do-ers, not
LEO
just the dreamers. But you have
1July 24 to Aug. 23)
A splended period in which to your moments of dreaming, too.
plan home improvements; also However, it is in the nature of
to give serious thought to a the Scorpio-born to achieve,
keep reaching for new heights,
property deal.
often
dreams
your
so
VIRGO
t'Amaterialize in unexpected
( Aug. 24 to S(pt. 23)
whatever fashion, and you can catch
Investigate
stimulates your interest, but others off guard with bright
don't "go overboard" on a new ideas and unusual plans.
proposition without looking
beneath the surface.
LIBRA
LOSE WEIGHT
Sept, 24 to Oct. 23)
Indications of stepped-up
OR MONEY BACK
action in certain areas. Study
ODRINEX contains the most
well and be prepared to grasp
Effective Appetite Depressant available
without prescription ! One tiny
any opportunity to advance
ODRINEX tablet before meals and
your status.
you want to eat less • down goes your
SCORPIO
calories down goes your weight !
(Oct. 24 to Nov. V)
Thousands of women from coast
Curb your inborn aggres- to coast report ODRINEX has helped
them
lose 5, 10. 20 pounds in a short
siveness now You can attain
- so can you. Get rid of ugly tat
your objectives, even the timefia•
.1•4601,I... ,
“ftriptiiilble"
00RiNEx has been sold at
leading drug stores for 15 .years
subtle tactics.
safe, taken as directed Available in
SAGITTARIUS
large and economy sizes Money Back
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)

-FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS WITHIN REACH OF EVERYONE. .
We take pride in providing a range of services to meet the needs of every financial

situation
Regardless of how conservative or elaborate the service desired, we remain ready to assist or
attend to each of the many details

The J.H.Churchill Funeral Home
es -6448

:
„I
9NR!
733-2411

Tommy Lee Walker, Owners

"Service With Reverence, Sincerity, Dignity and Econam
"Authorized to Service Kentucky

Funeral Directors Burial Assn

The luncheon hostesses
presented a door prize which
was won by Mrs. Beck Wilson.
The next bridge and luncheon
session will be held on Wednesday, November 28. Mrs Don
Robinson and Mrs. Richard Orr
will be bridge chairmen.
Luncheon hostesses will be
Mesdames Chester Thomas,
Burnus D. Hall, A.C. Sanders,
Edward Shinners, Tommye D.
Taylor, Phillips Tibbs, Charles
H. Tolley, Delores Warner,
Haron West, J.B. Wilson, and
Joe T. Thurman.

Leftover roast pork may be
used in a salad. C'ube the meat
and combine it with diced celery, grated onion and a little salad dressing. Serve the salad on
lettuce and garnish with tomatoes.
Tomato juice in the refrigerator? You can use it in a
meat loaf instead of the milk or
water usually called for.

BICYCLES
We Sell The Famous

Raleigh Gran Prix
Use Our Christmas Lay-Away Plan
We store bicycles bought here until Christmas Eve.
"MURRAY'S ONLY COMPLETE BIKE STORE"
Hours: 930-6:00 Mon.—Sat.

Spoke & Pedal Bicycles
511 So. 12th

Phone 753-0388

GIFT BUYING SEASON

Christian Book Center
808 Chestnut Murray,.-Ky.- Phone 753-0425

IP
'

An

Third p,nd Mai*.treet, ,
Murray. Kentucky

At noon a special Italian
Luncheon was served with
Mesdames John Paulk, William
Ryan, Charles Shuffett, Roy C.
Starks, Howard Steely, Frank
A. Stubblefield, Jack Wolfe,
Ivan D. Frye, Gingles Wallis,
Bill Hina, Charles Doxsee, and
Raymond Nall as hostesses.

The Independence United
Methodist Church Women met
Thursday, November 1, for the
monthly meeting at the church
with Mrs. T.P. Jones, president,
presiding.
"Our World Is God's World"
was the theme of the program.
The group sang "Onward
Christian Soldiers." Mrs.
James Phillips read the
scripture following the first talk
by Mrs. Leon Duncan,
Mrs. Edna Cunningham
played a piano solo, "How
Great Thou Art," followed by a
second talk by Mrs. Buel
Hopkins. A special song, "I
Don't Know Who Holds
Tomorrow," was sung by Mrs.
Richard Schorey with Mrs.
Walter Schroader as pianist.
The latter also read a poem, and
Mrs. Wayne Burkeen gave the
third talk. Mrs. Homer Fennell
led the closing prayer.
During the business session
the group voted to send extra
money for Christmas to the
child the women have adopted,
and also discussed gifts for the
shut-ins? Mrs. Wayne Burkeen
read the minutes and Mrs. Buel
Hopkins gave the treasurer's
report.
The group will exchange
Christmas gifts with their
sunshine friends at the
December meeting.
The women met with the
Methodist Men for refreshments. Fourteen members and
two guests were present for the
women's meeting.
Leon Duncan, president,
presided at the meeting of the
Methodist Men. They discussed
the child the group has adopted
and plans were made to send
extra money for Christmas to
the child.
Rev. Richard Schorey was in
charge of the program. Eleven
members and two visitors were
present.

Policies

New prospects highlighted.
What you consider an "ob-

Guarantee No questions asked Sold'
with this guarantee by,
SAV RITE DRUGS

"Give Gifts In The Spirit of Christ"
•Christmas Cards Imprinted with Name
•Christmas Programs and Plays
— GET THEM EARLY —
Gift
Gift
Lay-Away
Wrapping
Certificates
Plan

Something for Every Member of the Family
-iirrurr-94 on.:ffru
-"--" "A Store Full of
Blessitqs"

Editorial

The proposal is for the federal government •to pay
high school graduates for performing various
"comitunity service- jobs. The idea would be to
give them some work experience and the time todecide whether four years of college is the route they
really want to follow for a career.
However,a federal program which in effect would
pay young people to stay out of college. at least for a
while, is a lame solution, all too typical of the
government's tendency to try to solve a problem by
throwing money at it. The proposal smacks of the
makework programs instituted under the New Deal
to cope with mass unemployment.
As the task force noted, the number of available
jobs for young Americans is likely to increase during
the 1970s. Technology is tending to create more jobs
than it eliminates. The jobs to be filed are in private
industry, however, not in community service
categories.
The number of yolitig Americans entering college
can be controlled in a number of ways. including
properly designed entrance examinations.
Washington can help those who are diverted from
college by encouraging vocational training and
expanding present work-study programs.
This promises much more than some kind of
young people's WPA.
—The Hopkinsville New Era

Ten Years Ago Today
The Murray High School Tigers lost 16 to 14 to
Crittenden County in the playoffs of Class A Football
Region One. The score was tied 14 to 14 at the end of
the game and Crittenden County took the championship on first downs. _
Miller McReynolds of Lynn Grove Route One, age
64, died yesterday at the Murray Hospital.
The Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra will play for the
Military Ball to be held November 23, at the SUB
Ballroom, Murray State.
Births reported at the Murray Hospital November
10 to 12 include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Theron Erwin.

20 Years Ago Today
New cases of polio in Calloway County are Martha
Dean Paschall, Carolyn Orr, and Ester Marie Neale.
This makes fifteen cases fn Calloway County so far
this year.
Guy Billington of Murray has been elected first
vice-president of the Kentucky Association of Insurance Agents at the meeting being held at
Louisville.
Tommie Conyers, age 56, and James Carl Spann,
age 35, both of Paducah, were killed today in a car
accident near Benton. Conyers owns a farm in
Calloway County and was formerly from here.
Miss Mildred Hatcher spoke "Three Armistices
1783, 1918, and 1945" at the meeting of the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution held at the home of Mrs. Cleo
Gillis Hester.

Bible Thought For Today
0worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness: fear
before him, all the earth.—Psalm 96:9.
Remembering that -he will judge the earth,-let us
fear and be joyful
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THE STRONG AND
THE WEAK
Some Christians are strong
and others are weak. Each is
under an obligation to have a
genuine interest in the spiritual
welfare of the other. An understanding of the problems of
the other is very helpful.
Knowledge of the suggestions
which Paul made about the
solution of the problems in the
churches in Rome and Corinth
should enable us to deal more
successfully and effectively
with the similar problems with
which we must cope today.
Romans 14:1-4
Paul's concept of Christian
living included a vital concern
for the spiritual welfare of those
Christians whose faith was
immature, and who, therefore,
were in need of encouragement
and strengthening. While Paul
was unwilling to compromise
the truth, he did urge his
readers to be considerate of
others who held opinions which
were not in agreement with
their own. With reference to
things
which
were
unquestionably right deviation
therefrom or compromise
therewith were not permissible.
Paul insisted that all matters of
conscience were to be settled

PROJECT INDEPENDENCE

American energy goal
The energy crisis which first
emerged two years ago as a distant threat to the United States of
America has now leaped directly
into our lives. The fuel shortage
described by President Nixon in
his report to the nation is an acute
and immediate problem. The
Middle East war has robbed us of
the Ittiury of time in planning
ways to match our consumption of
energy with the resources at hand
to supply it. Our energy use must
be cut right now.
As Mr. Nixon pointed out, we
can get through the coming winter
without actually suffering from
the curtailment of oil shipments
from the Arab states if we are
willing to make sacrifices. Those
he outlined — cooler homes, slower speeds on freeways, less outdoor lighting and others — could
have sufficient impact on our total
energy consumption to keep the
fuel crisis from cutting into the
productive muscle of our country.
The responsibility for making
this conservation program work
will involve state and local governments as well as Congress and
the administration and ultimately
will fall upon every American.
The more we can voluntarily cut
the "fat" consumption, the less
necessity there will be for
draconian measures at the government level. Failure of the program, as Mr. Nixon pointed out,
would leave no alternative but

out-right-rationing of gasoline and
other fuels.
The challenge which the President has posed for the American
people is actually a duel one —
squeezing through the fuel shortage immediately ahead, and
meeting the longer-range energy
crisis that was clearly visible
even before the Arab boycott on
oil. The "Project Independence"
outlined by Mr. Nixon brings into
focus the need for the United
States of America to marshal its
technological and industrial
forces to make itself a self-sufficient nation so_far_as energy is
concerned.
The project is well-named. The
dimmed lights and turned-down
thermostats now confronting us
are a graphic demonstration of
what can happen to a nation that
is dependent on foreign sources
for its energy. The United States
is now dependent on petroleum
resources that can be curtailed by
leaders of other governments.
Our independence has truly been
diminished.
We are also too dependent on
fossil fuels that the world itself
cannot forever supply at the rate
its people want to use them. The
husbanding of those traditional
fuel resources at our command,
and research and development to
tap sources of energy still beyond
our grasp, are a fitting goal for
this Bicentennial period in American history.

Coal May Soon Regain Status
As King Of Energy In Nation
WASHINGTON(AP)-- Coal,
the dethroned king of energy,
may regain soon its former
status as scientists explore new
ways to utilize the nation's
most abundant fossil fuel.

ability of cheap natural gas and
domestic and imported crude
oil. The environmental crusade
to clean the nation's air also
forced a cutback as utilities
and industries switched from
coal to cleaner awning fuels.
More than. $3 billion is exby Carl Riblet Jr.
Research is expected to
Our world of the early seventies is all but choked pected to be spent on a crash
probe ways to make coal a
coal research program dewith awareness of sex, meaning low in the hay, and, signed to reduce the nation's cleaner fuel by reducing the
consequently, a new profession has evolved:that of dependency on oil and natural amount of sulfur and fine soot
particles that escape into the
the advisor on sex. What a way to make a living!
gas.
atmosphere when the substance
"And here's the happy bounding flea—
Dr. Gorman Smith, director is burned.
of the Atomic Energy CommisYou cannot tell the he from the she.
Scientists also will exsion's energy reorganization periment to find ways to conThe sexes look alike, you see;
commission, said recently "the vert coal into a liquid that can
But she can tell, and so can he."
question ... is how coal is to be substituted for fuel oil, 'a
—Roland Young
increase its contribution to our process that is the least ad=in "The Flea"
energy requirements ..."
vanced of all proposed research
projects.
Mining techniques, both surSmith, who is drafting a fiveyear, $10-billion energy re- face and deep, will come under
scrutiny.
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc., 103 N. 4th St , search program for President
Murray, Kentucky 40? t, Phone 753 1916
"Surface mining techniques
Nixon, predicts more than $3
Walter L. Apperson, President and Publisher
billion of the total will be spent have to do with learning how to
Gene AAcCUtcheon, News Editor and Production Manager
to find ways to substitute coal restore in acceptable ways the
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
land after the (top soil) has
for oil and natural gas.
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the beSt inSome of the money already is been stripped back and you've
terest of our readers.
National Representatives: Wallace Witmer'CO., 1509 Madison Ave.,
flowing to researchers. George gotten the coal,- said Smith.
Memphis, Tn ; Time & Life Bldg ,New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg.,
New underground or deep
Fumich, acting director of the
Detroit, Mich
mine techniques also must be
Subscription Rates: In areas serviced by carriers, $2 per month, Office of Coal Research, said
payable in advance By mail elsewhere in Calloway and atiginips.0
desiiiipped-carra-eut, coal
beccalne
priRsain
'ctioriTi-er- till per year: oftkor Iresrutanoos 323 per year., A11nr Ma
tional priority. After years on a seams in the West that run up
iubscriptions plus 5 per cent state tax
to hundreds of feet thick, far
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Keeilucky, for trans/his:ion "'starvation diet, we're lately
as Second Class Matter
being force fed."
.larger than in Eastern fields,
TheOvn4j,,Civ*if Asset al a Consivivody •
Coal-declined as the nation'a Smith said.
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
primary fuel with the availThe research program "fore-

Isn't It The Truth!

Immase

Sunday School Lesson

Proposal Not
The Answer
With our colleges and universities already turning
out more graduates than the job market can absorb,
more than half of all young Americans are still
•
opting for a college education.
This dilemma, according to a new study by a
government task force. can be blamed on
Washington's policy of promoting the growth of
colleges as an end in itself.
- The task- fdrce of educators reported to the
Department of Health. Education and Welfare that
what IS needed now is not more or bigger colleges
but a type of education after high school that leads
more directly to jobs. That makes sense, but the task
force is heading down a doubtful path when it
proposes a sort of civilian "GI Bill," as a corollary to
that policy.
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sees some increase in strip
mining of coal in the West accompanied by vigorous regulations on restoring the land to
acceptable use where that's
gone on," he said.
But he noted that "major
amounts of coal are still going
to have to come up from deep
mining techniques simply because that's where most of it
is," Smith stated.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
By James C. Williams

A.H. Scull fell off the bottom
rung of a ladder and really
bunged up his left hand. It is
swelled up and looks as though a
snake bit him.
Dropped off the car last
Thursday at Sholar's and
decided to walk back home. It is
not a bad walk but the absence
of sidewalks along much of the
way was very obvious. We noted
that Murray High students who
walk home have no sidealks at
all on Doran Road or on Main
s,treet. A person has to walk in
the street and a number of
motorists will force you to jump
over into the grass, apparently
feeling that the street is for cars
and not for people.
You can see a lot more
walking than you can driving a
car.
Nice conversation with Lindy
Carr out at the Palace the other
night. Lindy hires a number of
international students at his
place, met two of them, both
from Nigeria.

with God. He urged mature
Christians to exercise great
care lest they influence their
weaker brethren to violate their
consciences and indulge in sin.
Paul emphasized the fact that
the prerogative of judging
belongs to God only. For this
reason Christians are forbidden
to ridicule or hold in contempt
those whose opinions differ
from their own. Paul pointed
out the folly of participating in
fruitless disputations which
disrupted the unity of the
church of which they were
members.
Some friction arose within the
membership of the church in
Rome over a difference of
opinion as to whether or not
Christians should eat meat
which had been offered as a
sacrifice to idols and later found
its way into the public markets.
To some this did not PFesent any
problem, but to others it was
considered an act of compromise. The latter refused to
consume the meat and
restricted themselves to a
vegetarian diet. Paul emphasized that neither should
criticize nor condemn the other.
He taught that for either to look
down on or despise the other for
being conscientious about this
matter was definitely wrong.
Judgment is a matter that is
reserved for the Divine Judge.

I Corinthians 8:7-13
The Corinthian Christians had
emerged from heathenism
approximately five years
before, and they were still
residing in a very wicked city
with all of the temptations
connected therewith. One acute
problem which arose among
them was the qeustion of
whether or not it was right for
Christians to eat meat which
had been offered to idols and
later sold in the public markets.
Naturally the quality of the
meat was not altered in the
least by the procedure of
dedication to idols. The
stronger Christians were
convinced that it was not wrong
for them to consume the meat
simply to satisfy their hunger,
since they were not involved in
any way with idol worship, on
the other hand, some weaker
Christians believed that it was
wrong to eat such meat. What
was to be the Christian's attitude toward eating such
meat? Was he to abstain from
it, on the ground that by partaking of it he would be
associating himself with
idolatry? Or, was he to eat it
without compunction, on the
ground that the god for whom
the idol had been made and to
whom the sacrifice had been
offered was a nonentity?
Fearing that if they fed upon

meat of this character they
would be bringing dishonor
upon the name of the Lord and
possibly appear to approve idol
worship, it is not surprising that
those Corinthian Christians
wrote to Paul and asked him,
"If we eat this meat, are we
involving ourselves in the
practice of idolatry?" AboVi
everything else, tliey were'.
anxious to avoid compromising
their Christian witness in the
corrupt, pagan city.

Increased Interest In Small
Cars Being Shown By Buyers

Bryan Tolley has ivy around
each of the trees in his front
yard.

By CHARLES CHAMBERLAIN
Associated Press Writer
The nation's car buyers, used
to riding in the roomy lap of
luxury, are showing increased
interest in small cars which sip
gasoline instead of guzzling it.
A survey of auto dealers by
The Associated Press shows
that the rise in gasoline prices
and the possibility of rationing
has brought a surge of inquiries
about small cars and their
economy.
"This gasoline thing has got
people scared to death," says
Danny Papernoster, a salesman
at Dick Clifton Motors Inc., in
Columbus, Ohio, a Fiat and
American Motors Dealer.
Dealers say the situation has
been building for a year, with
the result that the supply of
small cars isn't keeping pace
with the demand and that delivery waits are two months or
mere in many instances. In the
week since President Nixon's
energy crisis message, interest
in small cars has peaked.
"Even before the President
spoke, we had people who normally never think about a
small car coming in to buy,"
said P.J. Kaufman, who sells
Jaguars, Triumphs, Volvos,
Fiats and Toyotos in Thiensville, Wis. "They're waiting in
line - it's almost like after
World War II."
Ed De Brecht of De Brecht
Imports Ltd. in St. Louis says
the price of a car :is no object.
"The customers are looking for
$5,000 imports as loiig ras.
.they
i4et UJ Ini1espr gallon ... We
won't take a 1972 or 1973 station
Wagon or other large car unless
It is presold."
John Christy, who sells Ford
Pintos and Mavericks in De-

Congratulations to A.W.
Simmons, Jr. on being named
president of the state mental
health association. A.W. has
worked
with
the
local
organization for some years. It
is good to see a young person
involved in such a worth while
endvvor.

Another part of Murray and
Calloway County passed into
history with the death of Waylon
Rayburn. Having known and
been associated with Waylon
over the past 27 years, we got to
know him well. He came by to
see us several weeks ago to wish
us well. A fine fellow who met
success in several fields. We'll
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - miss
Waylon.
Kentucky gasoline and fuel-oil
retailers must have new ceilWe have not met Dr. Curris
ing-price stickers posted before as yet and we must make it a
NiePaul
says
next Thursday,
point to call on him. Normally
derecker, Internal Revenue we would have met him before
Service District Director.
now, but circumstances dicNew federal regulations allow tated otherwise. We wish him
retailers to raise prices once a good fortune in his admonth to reflect increases in ministration.
petroleum costs on a dollar-fordollar basis.
"It's lucky for literature that
Forms are being supplied by censors are generally the most
IRS offices in Louisville, Lex- ignorant members of the
4vogtoni -.ai'1afld.e . Bpwling, •esearnitniSy; for -• - itey unGreen, Corbin, Covington, derstood the extent, of
Elizabethtown, Harlan, Hop- Shakespeare's baldiness they
kinsville, Owensboro, Paducah would work relentlessly to have
and Pikeville and by 21 banks him banned from every library
in the laid"
in smaller cities.
Sidney Harris.

Gas Retailers Must
Use Price Stickers

6.

Fl

Paul reminded them that
knowledge is not the main thing,
for it alone has a tendency to
make people proud andconceited and, therefore, incapable of true discernment
Paul taught that love, rather
than knowledge, must be the
arbiter in this case. Whereas
knowledge inflates with conceit,
love always moves one to have a
concern. When the scriptures do
not state whether some things
are right or wrong, we must
consider the effect which our
conduct would have upon
others.
In attempting to help the
Corinthians in the solution of
their problem, Paul enunciated
a principle which has been very
beneficial to multitudes in the
solution of similar problems. He
taught that, in the exercise of
their Christian liberties,
believers should be thoughtful
and considerate of the welfare
of others. The Christian should
never fail to consider how
others will be affected by his
actions. He should be willing to
forego his actual rights rather
than to cause others to stumble.
If his rights become hindrances
to others, he should not exercise
them. Christian consideration
for others will cause us to
refrain from doing the things
that would lead others into
temptation and cause them to
do wrong. Let us be most
considerate of the well-being of
others, striving to provoke them
to good works rather than to
cause them to stumble and sin.
If needs be, let us make persqna,J sacrifices in order that we
may be postively helpful to
Others. Let lii be very car
about our influence, or that
power which we exert over
others by our thoughts, words
and deeds, and ever see to Mt
that it is always helpful. Let us
guard against anything that
would cause our weaker
brethren to stumble and fall.
Love must ever be the
dominating motive. We must
refrain from contributing to the
spiritual impoverishment of
God's children. We must avoid
doing anything that will cause
another person to do wrong or
that will hinder the work of the
Lord.

One of the nicest people we
have talked with lately is F.A.
Cogdell. He works. down at
Boones.

Notice the old Joe Berry home
on Main street has been sold.
The high hedge was cut and the
home
refurbished
and
repainted. Have not been inside,but the outside looks nice.
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troit, said a customer ordered a
full-sized Ford on Saturday
"and then he returned Monday
and changed the order to a
small car because he had been
thinking about what the President said."
In Marion, Ill., Robert Cash,
a sales manager for a Toyota
dealership, said: "Some customers want to trade a large
car for two small ones. I don't
know what we're going to do
with the trade-ins. Some of
them just a year old are priced
11,500 below the Blue Book and
still they aren't moving."
Herschel Squires, sales manager for Friendly Chevrolet
Inc., in Springfield, ill., said
some car buyers looking for
better gas mileage defeat the
purpose by ordering all the options.
"Most people come in saying
they want economy, but they're
not willing to give up the luxuries," he said. "They end up
putting on options. About 90 per
cent of the Vegas we sell have
air conditioning that reduces
gas mileage about two to three
miles a gallon."

WA

Wyatt Named Head
Of Municipal League
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Former Louisville mayor and
Kentucky governor Wilson W
Wyatt Sr. has been re-elected
presiclent
.,of tlie National Monielpal League.
The league re-elected Wyatt

as president recently during its
79th annual conference in Dallas, Tex.
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MURRAY DATSUN
INC.

MURRAY DATSUN
INC.

DATSUN

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE
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604 S. 12th St.

NM S. 12th St.

753-7114

753-7114

STOKES TRACTOR
AND
IMPLEMENT CO.

FIVE POINTS
BAR-B-Q

Industrial Road

901 Coldwater Rd.
-We Specialize in Bar-B-44"

753-1319

6:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Moo. - Sat.
Closed Holidays

Go Thoroughbreds!

BANK OF MURRAY
Ni I /

V

Food Giant
Bel-Air Shopping Center

CAIN & TREAS
MOTOR SALES

MURRAY STATE
WEST KENTUCKY
RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE
CORP.
Murray-Mayfield
John Edd Walker,
Manager

FOOTBALL

806 Coldwater Rd.
753-6448

MURRAY 4f446Pt?

ERV I

Guaranteed Mufflers at
Economy Prices

7th & Maple St.
Phone 753-9999

T.V. SERVICE
CENTER

GUY SPANN
REALTY

Central Center
Murray, Kentucky

901 Sycamore

753-5865
Go Thoroughbreds.
Go! Go! Go!

PURDOM & THURMAN
INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
401 Olive

Southside Court Square
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RIVIERA COURTS
CENTRAL
CINEMAS

Hwy.$41 N.

Go Racers!

753-3210

TAYLOR MOTORS,
Inc.

WALLACE'S BOOK
STORE

753-7334
Go RACERS!

LEADING THE CHEERING SECTION
will be
Pierce, Mayfield; Philippa Glore, Paducah; Tony Strawn. Princeton, Ind.: Sandy
thirteen cheerleaders. They are left to tight, on shoulders, Linda McGuire,
Smith, Princeton. Ky.; Rita Kane. Wickliffe; James Foreman, Paducah; and
Eldorado, Ill.; Sue Branch, Bardstown, ; Ann Matsel, Springfield. Va.: left to
Janesa Creason, Benton. Kneeling in front is David Moffitt, Mayfield.
right, middle row, Cynthia Cash, Mayfield; Dennis Bishop, Princeton, Ind.: Sara

301 S. 4th

753-1372
Go Racers
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New York Downs Buffalo 97-86
In NBA Action Thursday Night
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
We moved the ball better
tonight than we have done for a
while," said Bill Bradley.
Which is why the New York
Knicks beat the Buffalo Braves
97-86 in the National Basketball
Association Thursday night.
The better the Knicks move,
the better their game.

In the other NBA games
Thursday night, the Atlanta
Hawks ripped the Portland
Trail Blazers 123-114 and the
Phoenix Suns hammered the
Philadelphia 76ers 116-94.
In the only American Basketball Association game, the
Carolina Cougars topped the
Virginia Squires 108-93.
The Knicks-Braves affair was
relatively close until New
York's racehorse offense took
charge. Frazier's 10-foot jumper with 2:57 left in the third
quarter gave the Knicks a 69-68
lead and they ran away from
the Braves after that.

"All our guys were moving
better," said Bradley, who
scored 22 points. "That's been
our problem the last three or
four games. All the guys hadn't
been moving the ball well.
Tonight was one of our better
games."
Once the Knicks began hitAlong with Bradley and Frating the open man, as is their zier, Phil Jackson was inusual custom, it was all over strumental in the Knick sucfor Buffalo. Walt Frazier cess. Jackson came off the
matched Bradley's point total bench at the start of the second
and contributed the go-ahead period and scored 10 of his 18
basket late in the third quarter. points in the first half as New

York took a 45-44 lead at intermission.
Hawks 123 Trail Blazers 114
Lou Hudson poured in 38
points as Atlanta trimmed
Portland 123-114. Walt Bellamy
added 71 points as the Hawks
overcame a 40-point performance by Portland's Geoff Petrie.
Suns 116, 76ers 94
Charlie Scott scored 24 second-half points and 33 for the
game to lead Phoenix to a 11694 victory over Philadelphia
Cougars 108, Squires 93
Ed Manning's hot hand early
in the last quarter and Joe
Caldwell's defensive play led
Carolina to a 108-93 decision
over Virginia. Manning scored
six points in the first five minutes of the last period as the
Cougars expanded a five-point
lead and gradually pulled
away.

By BEN THOMAS
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Miami Dolphins can take a big
step toward becoming the first
repeat winner of the National
Football League's Super Bowl
since the Vince Lombardicoached Green Bay teams this
Sunday.
All the Dolphins have to do is
stop O.J. Simpson and beat the
Buffalo Bills and they will have
won the American Conference
East crown and a spot in the
playoffs.
The Bills could go on to
match the Dolphins in wins and
losses — provided Miami is accomodating enough to lose the
remainder of its games — but
the Dolphins would still get the

nod for the playoffs because of
a sweep of their series with
Buffalo.
Before proceeding further, ye
old Fearless Football Forecaster reports that last week's
showing was 10 correct games
and three incorrect. That lifted
the season's efforts to 78-33-6,
which is .703.
Now to the nitty-gritty:
Miami (8-1) at Buffalo (5-4)
— Miami stopped the Bills 27-6
earlier in the season and held
O.J. to his lowest yardage of
the season. There's no reason
to think that it will be any different this time. DOLPHINS 28,
BILLS 14.
Denver (4-3-2) at Pittsburgh
8-1) — The Steelers could ease
up a little bit after two big vic-

Alabama, LSU To Face Final Hurdles
Saturday Before Thanksgiving Match
By TOM SALADINO
Associated Press Sports Writer
Bowl-bound Alabama and
Louisiana State face final hurdles Saturday before clashing
for the Southeastern Conference
football title Thanksgiving
night, while non-contenders
could jump into the bowl picture with impressive victories
in two other key contests.
The second-ranked and unbeaten Crimson Tide of Paul
"Bear" Bryant faces giant-killer Miami of Florida at Tuscaloosa while the seventh rated
ISU Tigers host Mississippi
State at night with their unbiemished 8-0 mark on the line.

Open Sunday
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
MOTHER GOOSE

FASHION
Bel Air ShoppingCenter

Although bowl bids cannot be
accepted until 6 p.m. local time
Saturday, it has been reported
that Alabama will meet Notre
Dame in the Sugar Bowl and
LSU will face Penn State in the
Orange Bowl.
Teams still fighting for bowl
spots on Saturday's schedule include Auburn at Georgia and
Kentucky at Florida in crucial
conference games. Auburn, 6-3,
reportedly is set for the Sun
Bowl while a Georgia victory is
expected to get the 4-4-1 Bulldogs a bid to the Peach Bowl
Kentucky, 5-4, boasts the
SEC's top rusher in Sonny Collins, who has amassed 1,092
rushing yards, while Florida, 44, relies on a stout defense and
sophomore quarterback Don
Gaffney. The winner remains in
contention for a bowl bid.
Other SEC contests include
Gator Bowl-bound Tennessee,62, meeting Mississippi, 4-5 in
Jackson, Miss., on regional
television, and Vanderbilt, 4-4
at TuLane, a 7-1 squad headed

DRUG
WALLIS753.1272
PHONE

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!
ill et It-Or It Can't Be Had
r I -

for the Bluebonnet Bowl.
Area independents in action
include Georgia Tech, 4-5, vs.
Navy, 3-6, at night in Jacksonville, Fla.; Chattanooga at
Bowl hopeful Tampa, 7-1;
Memphis State, 6-3, at Southwest Louisiana; South Carolina,
5-4 at winless Florida State, 0-9,
and Southern Mississippi, 4-4-1,
at West State State, 2-7.

rambe

Dolphins Picked Over Bills To
n un ay
inch riayoter

"If we are looking ahead to
LSU, we'll get knocked off just
as sure as anything," says
Bryant of upset-minded Miami,
which knocked off Texas and
gave Oklahoma a battle before
losing.
"Miami has proved it is a giant killer and Coach Pete Elliott has done a tremendous job
with his team this season. He

OVC May Televise
Basketball Games
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. the loss in an eight-game series
; AP ) — If the presidents of the this season.
eight Ohio Valley Conference
The series begins Feb. 2
schools approve, the OVC bas- when Tennessee Tech travels to
ketball television series may be East Tennessee.
cut from eight to five games
Other games on the tentative
this year.
MM Productions of Bowling schedule are Austin Peay at
Green, which produced the re- Eastern Kentucky, Feb. 9;
gional telecasts for the first Morehead at Wesern Kentucky,
time last year, said not enough Feb. 16, and Murray at Middle
advertising was obtained to fi- Tennessee, Feb. 23.
The final game is left open
nance an eight-game series this
for a "wild card" selection to
year.
The OVC helped subsidize the include the conference leader
company's loss on the series or the team which has already
last season, but some of the clinched the title.
The televised games start at
presidents felt their institutions
1 .m. (EST).
1:0

ACME & DINGO - AMERICAN WALKER - JOHNSONIANS - DINGO ROYAL BARONS - COWTOWN
HANDMADE BOOTS - DAN POST HANDMADE BOOTS - BLUE DENIM BOOTS - TEXAS BRAND
BOOTS MINNETONKA MOCCASIN - SADDLE OXFORDS & SPORTOCCASIONS

VERNON'S, Inc.
VERNON'S SHOE STORE — PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE!!

has some truly great athletes
and it will take our very best
performance to win," Bryant
added.
ISU banks on its defense,
which is tops in the SEC
against the rush, to stop Mississippi State's Wayne Jones
who needs but 27 yards to go
over 1,000 yards on the ground
for the season.
And Coach Bill Battle of Tennessee, the South's only other
ranked team in the 17th spot,
isn't forgetting Tennessee's last
visit to Jackson four years ago
when the then unbeaten Vols
were trounced 35-0.
"Our back is to the wall certainly coming off a loss to
Georgia and I am counting on
our team coming out fighting.
Jackson, Miss., holds bad memories for Tennessee due to our
lopsided loss there in 1969, said
Battle.

Sports In
Brief
TENNIS
LONDON — Mark Cox of
Britain advanced to the semifinals of the Dewar Cup Tournament with a 6-3, 1-8, 6-2
triumph over Tom Gorman of
Seattle.
GENERAL
BALTIMORE — A. Patrick
"Paddy" Smithwick, 46, a fourtime winner of the national
steeplechase jockey championship, died after a long illness.
LIVINGSTON, N.J. — John
"Honey" Russell, who was
elected to the Naismith Basketball Hall of Fame after coaching Seton Hall University for 17
years, died at the age of 70.

Come and Lay-Away Now for Christmas

tories but the defense should be
enough to stymie Denver even
with a letdown. STtELERS 23,
BRONCOS 17.
San Francisco (3-6) at Los
Angeles (7-2) — The 49ers are
on the brink of surrendering
the NFC West division title that
they won the past three seasons. Los Angeles, even when
the 49ers were winning the division crown, has won the last six
meetings and is a 10-point favorite to do so again. RAMS 28,
49ERS 17.
Cleveland ( 5-3-1) at Oakland
( 5-3-1) — Oakland is rated 10
points better by the oddsmakers and will be trying to bounce
back from it loss to the Steelers. With Ken Stabler doubtful,
a small wager on the Browns
with the points could be productive in this one. RAIDERS 24,
BROWNS 21.
Philadelphia ( 3-5-1) at Dallas
(6-3) — Philadelphia scored a
30-16 upset over the Cowboys
three weeks ago. But the
Eagles are two-touchdown underdogs this time and lightning
doesn't usually strike twice in
the same place. COWBOYS 30,
EAGLES 21.
Baltimore ( 2-7) at Washington (6-3) — Would you believe
that the Redskins have lost
their last nine games with Baltimore? But that's a deceptive
figure because this is the first
time the two teams have met in
regular season since realignment. And it's time, we keep
saying every week, for Washington to explode. This could be
it for real. REDSKINS 35,
COLTS 14.

may be it. So .. PATRIOTS
24, PACKERS 21.
St. Louis (3-5-1) vs. New
York Giants (1-7-1) at New
Haven, Conn. — The Giants
have lost seven in a row. St.
Louis has only won once in its
last seven games and that was
35-27 over the Giants. The Giants are a three-point favorite
and although there are some
reasons to look for loss No. 8
for Alex Webster in this one,
let's say ... GIANTS 31, CARDINALS 28.
Minnesota (9-0 at Atlanta 63) — The Vikings have clinched
their division crown, winning it
for the fifth time in the past six

New York Jets 3-61 at Cincinnati ; 5-4) — This could be
the first victory ever for Cincinnati over the Jets, who will
be hurting at quarterback with
Joe Namath's return in question and Al Woodall slowed by
a sore elbow. BENGAIS 28,
JETS 21.
Houston ; 1-8) at Kansas City
(5-3-1) — The Chiefs seem to be
clicking again and this is one
game where Kansas City may
score more touchdowns than
Jan Stenerud kicks field goals.
CHIEFS 31, OILERS 17.
Detroit ; 3-5-1) at Chicago (36)
— It's time for the Bears to
bounce back a little. And the
Lions aren't going any place
this season, so let's call for a
mild upset in this one. BEARS
24, LIONS 21,
New Orleans (4-5) at San
Diego ( 1-7-1 ) — The Saints are
in the unaccustomed position of
favorites for this one. The
Chargers will be looking for
their first victory under new
Coach Ron Waller but will have
to look past this Sunday.
SAINTS 27, CHARGERS 21.
Green Bay (3-4-2) at New
England (2-7) — The Pack finally got back on the winning
side of the ledger last week
but lost its division title to Minnesota. It's time for the Patriots to have a big game and this

(1)
QI)

years and may have a little letdown. Atlanta, meanwhile, still
has a shot not only at the NF('
West title but also at the NFC's
Wild Card spot in the playoffs
Even though Minnesota is favored by four points for the
Monday night Gifford-MeredithCosell Bowl, let's go with
FALCONS 27, VIKINGS 24.

C

GOLF
PINEHURST, N.C. — TOIll
Watson carded a five-under-par
76 for a 423 total and the lead
after the sixth round of the
$500,000 World Open Tournament, while Ben Crensha+,s
fired a seven-under-par 64 to
move within six strokes of the
top spot.
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and you'll actually MAKE MONEY!
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SNACK BOX
1 -pc chicken
potatoes, gravy
slaw and roll

79;
s.
i 99;

89`

SNACK BOX
2-pc. chicken
tole slaw
butter roll

SNACK BOX

Big New Selection!

cPORT
S
k_13URRAY LEDGER & TIMES

BOOTS Side-Zip Ankle High
HARNESS BOOTS High Top

—New Styles—

Work Shoes & Boots
FOOT-so-Port
Health Shoes for
Men & Women

Some Insulated Boots
With or Without Safety Toes
Ons
i-Wedge Soles', Plain and Moc

Y -A-WAY

59

NOW Ai'VERNON'S SHOE -STORE

Arcadla,across from Central Shopping Center

Hazel hung close during the
first quarter trailing by only 3
behind the shooting of White.
The Tigers defense proved to be
overpowering during the second
half, however, and substitutes
from both teams finished the
game.

rebounds, The Tigers rolled up
an early lead with coach Lee
Hook playing the substitutes
only, during the second and
third periods. Game scoring
honors went to Clay Latimer
who banged in 12 Hazel points
over the Tiger defense.
The Tigers next game will be
against Reidland inthe Middle
School gym where another
capacity crowd is expected.
Seventh Grade Scoring
Murray (30)—Cohoon 2, Sims
4, Hopkins 1, Boone 8, Harcourt
2, Taylor 4, Kursave 8.
Hazel (11)—Rogers 3, White
4, Wilson 2, Jackson 2.
Eighth Grade Scoring
Murray (57)—Mathis 2, Utley
3, Henry 2, Boyd 6, Wilson 4,

- - The eighth grade Tigers were. Burnp.hia2. Thurmfill Gadand .
lead by Frank Gilliam, Willie 2, Harrison 6, Gilliam 10, Perry
10, Perkins 8, Bayless,
Perry and Kenn Perkins on the
Richardson.
way to a 57-27 victory. Gilliam
each
scored
10
points
Perry
and
Hazel (27)—Latimer 12,
and th Perkins pulled down nine Gibson 2, Harrell 6, Barrow 7.

n

W
LOWER
PRICES

floW
••••

1113 Sycamore Street
Murray
Phone 753-7101

MONDAY -FRIbAY

The Murray Middle School
seventh and eighth grade
basketball teams won two
games Thursday night over a
visiting Hazel teams, in the
middle school's first outing. The
Seventh grades won 30-11, and
the eighth grades won 57-V.
Jeff Kursave and Howard
Boone each scored eight points
and Kursave hauled down
eight rebounds to lead the
seventh grade Tigers to a 30-11
victory.

Savings from 90 to '18
on Sale Shows

Chippewa, Carolina, Weinbrenner
Thorogood, Hawk Eye, Texas, Acme,
Cowtown, Endicott, Johnson.
6"-8"-10"

1
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Sizes: Some style Boys' 31/2 to Men's 12, 13;
14 and 15. Widths AA-EEEE

Master Charge
and Bank
Americard Welcome

DINNER BOX

Middle School Wins
Two Over Hazel Team

HI-PLATFORMS & HI HEELS
Caw-

sr $1 19

3-pc. chicken
potatoes, gravy
1178 $
cole slaw and rolls'

40 Different Styles of
------M Two Tones and Solid

2-pc. chicken
potatoes, gravy
slaw and roll
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World
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OW Lives
The
Doctors

Clvs of

s how

babies as long as we are both
fit," Jenni4gs said.
Folks like the Jennings
don't pass llus way often.

at

them trigger tender memories for the 77-year-old JenrungS who Wanted to raise a
big family iind in doing so set'
some kind t:if record.
- Today because of their ages
the Jennings are allowed to
raise only dyo foster children
a tune. 'they have no idea
of ending their custom which
has brought security and happiness to se many otherwise
unwanted ;oungsters.
"Our dodr will be open to

foster mother.
The Jennings home overflows with hundreds of baby
pietures and dolls. Most of

Mrs. Jennints figures she has
washed millions of diapers
during her half-century as a

kids showe4 up.
Their foater babies came
from Japan, China, Russia,
Africa and he United States.

nings decide to hold a family
reunion it litely would have to
be held in this country at
Houston's Atstrodome if all the

of course. ;
The Jennings live in Wimbledon, England, home of the
famed international tennis
matches, arid their family
over the years has been international, toe. Should the Jen-

Robert Jendings.
They .love children, they
wanted as many as possible
and wound up with 1,036
foster, that is,
youngsters

In these days when young
American hierried couples
are looking lot- ways to keep
from havirig 'children, give
some thought to Bgatrice and

Love given
to 1,036
youngsters
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7:00-Ford Hall Forum: "Much
Ado About Pornography" by
Judith Christ, Film Critic
Monday, November 19
2:00-Overseas Mission
5:30-This Week in Latin panes,te
9:00-Calloway County Laker
Hour
Tuesday, November 20
Noon--National
Press
Club
Luncheon
10th Anniversary
Commemoration
of John
Kennedy's Death-Guests:
Theodore Sorensen, Kenneth P.
O'Donnell, et al.
6:00-Firing Line with William F.
Buckley: 'Can we have an
Prosecutor?"
independent
William
D. RuckelShaus,
Attorney
Deputy
Former
General
7:00-The Age of Telemann
Wednesday, November 21
Language
5:30-Japanese
Lessons
6:00-Options
7:00-From the Record Library
900-Washington Debates for the
Seventies
Thursday, November 22
Nations
Per
12:15-United
sPective

Friday, November 16
1110-Radio F.inland Series
3:00-Children's Story Hour
7 30-Cleveland Orchestra Pops
and Festival Concert Series
Pianist,
Nero,
RhaperBR I ER Espana
P
Ce
HtA
sody, Tchaikovsky-Suite from
the ballet Swan Lake , and
Im
&
Nero-Fantasy
provisations for Piano, Jazz
Bass & Drums and Orchestra
Saturday, November 17
11:30-Opera Highlights: "An
drea Chenier" by Umberto
Giordano
with
Football
1.00- Racer
Western Kentucky
10:00-Close to You
Sunday, November 18
10:00-Serenade in Blue
2:30-Concert of the Week'
Requiem (In Memory of
-Manzoni)
Alessandro
Giuseppe Verdi

•
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Hostess
Mrs. Kathryn Outland
Phone 753-3079
Ass't Hostess
Annette Hood
Phone 753-8102

Hostess will help
you get acquainted with •
your new community.

41thine4- a

Your

Just because
YOU are new in town,
it's not the end
of the world...

6:00-Canadian Short Stories
6:30-International
Literary
Report
7:00--Festival USA-San Diego
Folk Festival
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THE LEDGER & TIMES-SIURRAY, KENTUCKY

32 FLAVORS ICE CREAM STORE
1308 Chestnut (Next to University)

DIPPER'S DELIGHT

PARTiESAPackage Deal—We supply games, hats, ice cream and cake. Mothers, you do
no clean-ups or preparations!
meeting-party
SCHOOL CLUBS, GROUPS,.CARD PARTIES, ORGANIZATIONS. Use our
drinks.
Phone 753-6211
room free—Plus we make delicious desserts and

BIRTHDAY

Chili - Mustard - Pickles

(finest eating in all Kentucky)

FRANKFURTERS & KRAUT (German style cooked)

FOOT LONG HOT DOGS

PLUS
DELICIOUS STEAMED

6

11211.

Open Year Round, Every Day, Come In and See It All!

TOPPIRD Nuts, Coconut, Whipped Cream, etc.

1
C11

CtAt
er
46414
Now you can have the fun of fixing Airhe
Lag)
your own Sundaes and Banana Splits
from delicious fruits, syrups, toppings!
Crushed Fruits Strawberries, Pineapple, Cherries, etc.
Syrups Chocolate, Butterscotch, Marshmallow, etc.
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NEW YORK (AP) - Well,

to repeal the royal wedding ac-

al Communications Commission

that and I'm asking the Feder-

heavens. One more bash like

she's finally married and thank

televised treat for

television

with

of

wit

to

the

circum-

event."

Inside

West-

Walters

was

time.

Walters, who took up battle sta-

the CBS Television Network.

Charlie Brown and the other Peanuts celebrate a Thanksgiving
feast of confectionery fare, on "A Charlie Brown Thanksgiving,"
half-hour animated special to be presented Tuesday. Nov. 20 on

NBC had dispatched Barbara

started at 5 a.m.
here. The next time, let's hope
the royalty is decent enough to
get married at 5 a.m. their

coverage
glass booth commanding a fine
view of Westminster Abbey.

tor of the London Times, in a

ding is that its live-via-satellite

sional commentary ailments.
My only gripe about the wed-

London and installed her, with
Charles Collingwood and Ernestine Carter, former fashion edi-

sional. Miss Quinn had occa-

profes-

verbose. Collingwood was jovially

competent, but

emulated. Miss

hours I wish the others had

It made for a delightful two

them today."

"I trust they won't have to

use

CBS had flown Sally Quinn to

ductions seemed at times to be
epics in bloat.

unawed, whereas the other pro-

ABC's view was concise and

same as the original match.

Goliaths, but the result was the

akin to David taking on two

of battle-ax.

swords
NBC and four on CBS - was

their

and halberds, the latter a kind

arms, carrying

"They are called gentlemen-at-

diers are walking slow and
stately and Watson is saying,

minster Abbey, red-coated sol-

main

son reports: "Here again, the

cess Anne nunbles by and Wat-

The royal carriage with Prin-

stances of pomp.

dash

mentary that added a welcome

fered funny, but warm com-

Elisabeth Coleman, Watson of-

by ABC's Frank Reynolds and

Ably aided and abetted here

need to.

in London, for on-the-scene reports. He didn't even appear on
camera. But he really didn't

the royal beat for 12 years.
ABC didn't dispatch anybody.
It used George Watson, its man

tion in a studio with Martin
Muncaster, described as a British broadcaster who's covered

coverage, compared to five on

Its approach - two hours of

concerned, I'd give ABC-TV the
highest grade for its commentary and coverage of the
show.

As far as our networks are

do.

sounds of Wednesday's royal

uniformly excellent sights and

international

casting Corp., which provided

must go to the British Broad-

The lion's share of the credit

version from our woes.

U.S. viewers and welcome di-

brilliantly

Phillips actually was a superb,

Princess Anne and Capt. Mark

Just kidding. The wedding of

cess rule.
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Well, She's Finally
Married. Thank Heavens
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Shop At Green Acres
WEST TENNESSEE & WESTERN
KENTUCKY HOUSING HEADQUARTERS

A

Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
4111111=11=1"-Shopping For
A New Home?
110_1w.

PARKER FORD, Inc•

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

GOOD BANDS EVERY

Si

4•`3

Thursday Nite—Friaay bite—Saturday Nate
Boogie Music...Rock Music...Blues Music
ENJOY AN EVENING AT RAY'S

Open 7: pm

RAY'S tOUNGE South Fulton Tenn.)

Christopher Nixon, 26, an
Australian wheelchair patient
whose hands are paralyzed,
has written a 244-page novel
by bobbing his head 350,000
times to press typewriter
keys.
Stricken by cerebral palsy
at the age of 2. Nixon began
learning to use headgear to
type when he was 10.
CNS

Author writes novel
despite his handicap
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-111-ue-Grold-Game Opens Racer Season
Coach Cal Luther will introduce his 1973-74 Racer
varsity basketball squad to the
public on Monday night,
November 19, in the annual
"Blue-Gold" Intra-Squad
game. the game is scheduled to
begin at 7:30 p.m.

:

-;

:: bps

On the basis of scrimmage
sessions held during the first
month of practice, Coach
Luther predicts that the IntraSquad scrimmage shoulci be a
close and hard fought ball
game. The squads have been
divided so that an equal number
of veterans and newcomers
have been placed on each team.
The result should be a very
close and evenly matched
game.
Competition for starting
positions on the Murray State
squad this season have been
very keen and performances in
the Intra-Squad game could
determine who will be in the
starting lineup on Saturday
night, December 1, when the
Racers open their season on the
road against a very strong
- University of Kansas team at
Lawrence,Kansas.
At the present time, it appears that returning lettermen,
Marcelous
Starks,
Mike
Coleman, and Jesse Williams
have the inside track on the
three front court positions.
The 6'6 Coleman was picked
to the All OVC team last season
as a sophomore when he
averaged 17.4 points per ball
game.
Starks, a 6'8 senior center,
averaged 15.8 points per game
and was one of the outstanding

Crenshaw Stampedes Into Second
Place Contention In Tournament

MURRAY STATE COACH Cal Luther, extreme right, is looking over his players as they prepare for the annual Blue-Gold IntraSquad game.The game is scheduled to begin at 7:30 p.m., Monday, November 19, at the Murray State fieldhouse.
percentage shooters in the
nation last year, finishing the
season with a field goal percentage of 61.3.
Williams, a 6'7 freshman last
season, broke into the Racer
lineup in January and showed
steady improvements during
the remainder of the campaign.
Additional
front
court
strength should come from T.C.
Jamison, an outstanding front
line reserve on last year's team
and 6'4 Richard Burnette, a
high
scoring junior college
transfer from Columbia State-

Tennessee. In the back court,
5'9 Steve Barrett and 60 Darnell Adell would appear to be
the strongest contenders for
starting guard assignments;
however, they are receiving
considerable pressure from
several new additions to the
squad, namely an outstanding
junior college transfer, 62
Henry Kinsey, who was a
Prep—all—American and one
of the oustanding junior college
guards in the nation last season.
Additional pressure at the
guard spots is being applied by

Bobby Orr Leads Boston In
10-2 Rout Of New York Skaters

8 2
110
"
81

BOSTON AP) — Bobby Orr never able to recover.
"They rubbed the heck out of
pumped in three goals and
gathered four assists as he us in New York and we wanted
helped himself to another Na- to beat them bad," Orr said
tional Hockey League record after the game Thursday night.
and the Bruins to a 10-2 grudge- "We wanted to get at them but
game victory over the New the big thing is two points."
The victory gives Boston a fiveYork Rangers.
The Bruins scored three goals point lead in the NHI,'s Eastern
in the first period, including Division.
In Thursday's other NHL
Gregg Sheppard's first of the
season, and the Rangers were game, St. Louis defeated Pittsburgh 5-3.
In the World Hockey Association, New England downed
Quebec 5-3, Chicago edged
Houston 3-2 and Vancouver
PROBLEM?
beat Minnesota 7-5.
"We couldn't play any worse
than we did in New York last
M
week. I guess that shows that
the guys can come back," Orr
Excess water in the body can
said with typical modesty. The
be uncomfortable. E-LIM will
help you lose excess water
star defenseman, who now
weight. We at HOLLAND
holds the record for most points
it.
recommend
STORE
DRUG
by a defenseman in a single
Only $1.50
game, also holds the league
records for most goals, most
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Christnias
as

Gift that's

Nice

assists and most points in a
season. He rarely talks with
newsmen following games and
is less likely to talk about himself. Of his three goals, the
fourth time he has turned the
hat trick in his career, Orr said
"it was a nice feeling."
Blues 5, Penguins 3
Wayne Merrick, Gary Sabourin and Garry Unger each
scored a goal during a two-minute St. Louis outburst in the
first period. The Blues tallied
again on Lou Angotti's secondperiod goal and Steve Durbano
ended St. Louis' scoring at
12:25 of the third. John Davidson, Lowell McDonald and Syl
Apps replied for Pittsburgh.
Whalers 5, Nordiques 3
Larry Pleau and Hugh Harris
tallied second-period goals,
snapping a 2-2 tie and helping
the Whalers to their victory.
Serge Bernier brought the Nordiques within one goal of New
England in the third period but
Paul Hurley sealed the triumph
with an insurance goal for the
Whalers at 16:45.
Cougars 3, Aeros 2
Chicago received two goals
by Rosaire Paiement and one
by Bobby Whitlock early in the
first period and then hung on to
record their seventh triumph in
the last eight games. Frank
Hughes scored Houston's first
goal midway through the first
period and Mark Howe walloped a 40-footer past Cougar
goalie Cam Newton at 7:09 of
the second.
Blazers 7, Fighting Saints 5
Rookie Claude St. Sauveur
snapped a 5-5 tie with the winning goal at 18:20 of the final
period and Don Burgess added
an insurance tally with 20 seconds left. The victory was the
second straight for Vancouver
after a WTIA-record 11 defeats.

I

The "Blue-Gold" Intra-Squad
a pair of freshmen, 66 Grover
Woolard, one of the outstanding game is scheduled to begin at
prep players in New Jersey last 7:30 p.m. in the Murray State
season, and 6'3, Zachary Fieldhouse. The game will be
Blasingame, a 25 point per open to the general public. All
game scorer at Chicago's Murray State basketball fans
DuSable High School. Other are urged to attend.
Admission will be 50 cents
returning squad members include Steve Bowers and Jeff with proceeds going to the
Hughes, up from last year's Sigma Delta Honorary Physical
Frita ation Fraternity.
junior varsity squad.

By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
PINEHURST, N.C. (API —
Suddenly, dramatically, rookie
Ben Crenshaw has put himself
in position to win an unprecedented second consecutive professional golf title — and this
one for the biggest prize the
game has ever offered.
The husky, hard-hitting 21year-old from the University of
Texas stampeded past 25 players and into a share of second
place with a brilliant, seven-under-par 64 in gusty, swirling
winds and now is but six
strokes back of struggling leader Tom Watson in the $500,000
World Open Golf Tournament.
"I'm still pretty far back, but
at least I'm in contention,"
Crenshaw said after Thursday's
sixth round in this two-week,
144-hole event that offers a
record $100,000 to the winner.
The tournament ends Saturday.
"I don't believe I'll shoot two
more 64s, but I'd like to have
two more rounds in the 60s, 68

or 69. I'd like to have twia more
good rounds like that and see
what happens," said Crenshaw,
the most hrghly-touted and exciting rookie since Jack Nicklaus turned pro more than a
decade ago.
He had a 429 total, three over
par for six rounds on the 7,007yard No. 2 course at the Pinehurst Country Club, and was
six strokes back of Watson.
Watson struggled to a wildly
erratic 76, five over par, but
managed to maintain his sixstroke lead when only Crenshaw could take advantage of
his lapses. He had a 423 total
and, at three under, was the
only man in the field at subpar
figures.
Crenshaw, a three-time national collegiate champion and
winner of the San AntonioTexas Open just two weeks ago
when he made his first start as
a full-fledged member of the
pro tour, was tied at 429 with
Miller Barber, who had a 73,

Miami In Position To Sour
Dream Match In Sugar Bowl
By HOWARD SMITH
Associated Press Sports Writer
The Miami Hurricanes won't
be at the Orange Bowl on New
Year's night unless they pay
their way in, but they could
have more to do with its success than anyone else.
The Orange Bowl has managed to land college football's
biggest attraction the past few
seasons but this time around,
the Sugar Bowl has apparently
stolen the show.
Post-season bids will be officially extended and accepted
late Saturday and the Sugar
Bowl is expected to walk off
with this year's plum — second-ranked Alabama against
fifth-rated Notre Dame — for
their New Year's Eve show.
The Orange Bowl will likely
get sixth-ranked Penn State
and seventh-rated Louisiana
State, a dandy matchup under
most circumstances but downright dull when compared to
the dream pairing of Bear
Bryant's awesome Crimson
Tide and Ara Parseghian's
powerful Fighting Irish.
That's where Miami, Fla.
comes in. The Hurricanes are
in a unique position to sour the
Sugar Bowl and put the Orange
Bowl back on top by knocking
off both the Tide and the Irish.

The Hurricanes, under new paign against I.SU in Baton
Coach Pete Elliot, are now 5-3 Rouge and against Auburn in
for the year.
Birmingham.
Bryant's Alabama team has
Notre Dame is idle Saturday
overpowered eight opponents so but faces Air Force on Thanksfar and will be making its final giving Day.
appearance of the season beTop-ranked Ohio State and
fore the home folks. The Crim- fourth-rated Michigan tune up
son Tide will close out the cam- for their clash next week with
routine opponents Saturday.
The Buckeyes entertain winless
Iowa and the Wolverines visit
Purdue. Barring an upset, Ohio
State and Michigan will decide
the Big Ten title and one spot
in the Rose Bowl when they
ATLANTA (API—For 19 of
"Compared to others," said meet in Ann Arbor.
his 20 major league baseball Aaron, "I made very little over
No. 3 Oklahoma, ineligible for
seasons, Henry Aaron did his the years, I've waited patiently, bowl competition, hosts No. 18
thing in virtual obscurity Sud- hoping'something would come Kansas Saturday. The Jayalong."
denly, that has changed.
hawks appear likely candidates
And it finally did for the man for the Liberty Bowl.
Now that Aaron's long, hot
summer in pursuit of Babe who earns $200,000 annually by
Penn State entertains Ohio
Ruth's all-time major league hitting home runs for the
University Saturday and Loinrecord of 714 home runs has Braves.
A spokesman for the agency siana State welcomes Mis,ended its 1973 run one short,
the Atlanta Braves' superstar said Aaron should earn about sissippi State in a night game.
has beer. besieged by personal $2 million for his personal appearances in the next two
No. 8 UCLA and No. 9 Southappearance offers.
years.
ern California square off
Aaron, who took a time out against each other in two
And for the 39-year-old native
of Mobile, Ala., the change has from his hectic winter schedule weeks for the Pacific-8 chamlast Monday to marry BWye pionship and a trip to the Rose
been abrupt.
Until signing with the Wil- Williams, co-host of an Atlanta Bowl but they face other conliam Morris Agency at the talk show, was seen Thursday ference opponents Saturday.
close of the baseball season, night on The Flip Wilson Show. The Bruins entertain Oregon
Aaron had only done a handful On the show he sang a version State and the Trojans visit
of "Stars Fell on Alabama."
Washington.
of endorsements.
Miami plays Alabama Saturday at Tuscaloosa and meets
Notre Dame Dec. 1 in the Orange Bowl, which is the site of
all Hurricane home games.
Miami will be heavy underdogs
both times, but the Hurricanes
seem to perform better that
way.

and Jerry Heard, who carded
72.
Allen Miller was alone at 430
after a 70, with Bobby Mitchell
and Leonard Thompson at 431
Thompson had 72 and Mitchell
75.
Gibby Gilbert, who led
through the first four rounds
and was alone in second going
into Thursday's play, took an
almost unbelievable 82, 11 over
par, and fell out of title contention at 435.
Arnold Palmer had the day's
next-best round, a 68. He was
still 13 strokes off the pace at
436.

Major Gray Wins At
Latonia Feature
FLORENCE, Ky. (AP) —
Major Gray turned in a stretch
drive that powered him out of
sixth place and a victory in
Thursday's featured mile pace
at Latonia Race Course.
Time in 2:09, the winner paid
$6.40, $4.60 and $2.80. Mighty
Vicar returned $6.40 and 45.40
for second. The show horse was
Steaming Jim at $3.20.
A combination of 8-9 and 7and-all returned $3,870.30 to two
bettors in the Big Perfecta in
the seventh and eighth races.
The daily double paid $70 on
the 2,5 combination of Bullet
Ben and Real Stepper.
A crowd of 1,186 wagered
$98,963.

Success Came Abruptly
For Slugger Hank Aaron

Ledger & Times
Gift
Subscriptions
Phone 753-1916
A Gift Card will
be sent

Parker Ford has just recently installed one of the most modern Electronic Wheel Alignment Machines
in the State of Kentucky. The new Telaliner Deluxe with Wide Angle View Screen is No. 1 in
electronic
wheel alignment equipment.

COME BY AND TAKE A LOOK AT THIS PIECE OF MACHINERY! -11,FRONT END SP--

Kentucky

High School
Football

It's a piece of fine jewelry
Its a fine 17 jewel watch
It's the magnificent
Goddess of Time Bracelet Watch by Bulova
A gift appreciated all year round
A. New notched lint bracelet leads to a taupe faced watch
lovely baguette with alligator patterned bracelet.
C. Demure oval faced watch with all-aver cross-hatch pattern.
0. Time in the round with champagne or smolisy satin dial.

Furches Jewelry
East Side Court Square

Tonight's Playoff Games
Class A Playoff Semifinals
Todd County Central at Paris, 8
p.m.
Louise at Elkhorn City, 8 p.m.
Class AA Playoff Semifinals
Meade County at Paducah
Tilghman, 8 p.m.
Boyd County at Lexington
Bryan Station, 8 p.m.
Class AAA County Region Playoff Final
Louisville Thomas Jefferson vs.
Louisville Southern at Fairgrounds Stadium, Louisville, 8
Saturday's Playoff Game
Class AAA, City Region Playoff
Final
_ Louisville Trinity vs. Louisville
Bishop David, Fairgrounds Stadium, 8 p.m.

The front end technicians are Alton Collins and his assistant, Jackie Kimbro.
This is just another service Parker Ford offers to their many satisfied customers.
We Work On All Vehicles,
----Tikltidlng Big -Trucks
Straightening

PARKER FORD, Inc.
Corner of- 7th at Main

Murray, Kentucky

Line-Ups
'12.50
]
It
Tire- Bolan(;ro g S2.25 per
Tire Truing

'5.00 per tire

ire Rotating '2.50 per car
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Baptist

L LLL. 1.

West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 00a m
7 00 p m

Church Of Christ

Independent United
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11.00a.m

New Providence
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
6315p m.
Evening Worship

Kirksey United
Morning Worship
11 00a m
Evening Worship
7 00p m

University
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Coldwater United
Worship Service 11100 a.m. 1st &
2nd Sunday: 1000 a m Id & 4th.
Sunday School 10:00a m 1st & 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 am
3rd & 4th
Sunday
Temple Hill United
Morning Worship
10.00a m
Sunday School
11,00am

Murray Church
10:00a m
Sunday School
1100a m
Worship Service
Locust Grove Church
1100a.m
Morning Worship
7 00p m
Evening Worship

T

he human Fro his best oh... he rays..
when he reads. up to the Drone Tears
serer owe becomes part el reenrey.
As when the pilgrims nese MIugglins to
makea go of it and corn mot/ so. ,e need
to pause, take maxfl and duals God Gnashed,
prole GO4 It
esa bosh were
great Our lathers besocathed as Ints land.
good sampk and 1.21.416611, ideals
mina not inherit one vestereoe it. other The
growtous blocst vi c.v.', ice, ,,ours and Ho
And Ho ti the Luger part lin God ho al. sr
been at noel What hate ne done i.
went sods bks.tng U e drier, oe the
e. rreserie tres Tearkegeriag Day no the
door, Ceased, .6, yr
threale
afraid lemon as re Niece people res earth,
141 sr ••• kern and 4.4 lard err dune*,
at the God .'e1/ out awn 100.11
be asks'« and your Manissgis trig dower %di
h.( mane tale if you is ill first rtnwrnbct
Hen, and 11 you will Iced and aloe&
sonw other person. In Ho Name
This ZAIRIUlltllIg ifil0.46p.irls God and nor
fellows iould make this our greatest
Tbanksgoing Day Then, CPT, to
TIsanIthal people. come, and raise
dw Km% of Than/sgiv

Pentecostal

Poplar Springs
11.00am
Morning Worship
6 30p m
Evening Worship

Almo Heights
Morning Worship
11,00a.m
Evening Worship
7.30p.m
United, 310 lrvan Ave
Sunday School
10.00 a.m
7.00p m
Evening Worship

Grace Baptist
10 45a m
Morning Worship
7 00p m
Evening Worship
Blood River
11 00a m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6 30p m

United, New Concord
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Worship Services
11 a m , 7p m

Korksey Baptist
11 00a m
Morning Worship
7:30p m
Evening Worship

Calvary Temple
10 00a m
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a m , 7:30p m

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
1050am
700p m
Evening Worship

First Assembly Of God
Church School
10-00°
Worship Service
11 00

New Mt Carmel Missionary
11,00a.m
Morning Worship
7 00p m
Evening Worship

First Assembly Of God
Church School
10 00a m
Worship Service
11 00a m

Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
11.00a m
Evening Worship
7:30p m.

Sunday School

West Murray
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.M.

Worship
Union Grove
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 30p m

Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
11:00a.m
Evening Worship
7:15p.m

Coldwater
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10 50a m
6 00p m.

Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10.00 a.m. 1St
Sunday-11 00 a m 3rd Sunday:
Sunday School 11 00 a.m
1st
Sunday---10 00 a m 2nd, 3rd & 4th
Sunday

Liberty Cumberland
10 00a m.
Sunday School
11 00 a.m.
Worship Service

1030a.m.
9:30 a.m.

Mt. Carmel
Worship Service10:00 a m
2nd
Sunday . 1100 a m 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10 00 a m 1st, 3rd &
4171 Sunday: 11 00 am 2nd Sunday

Wayman Chapel ABLE.

Owens Chapel
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
5:30p m.
Evening Worship

Sunday School
Morning Worship

Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
9 30a m.
Sunday SCh001
11 00p.m.
Worship

Sunday School
Morning Worship

North Pleasant Grove
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 00a.m.
Worship Service

11 a.m.,70.m.

St. John's Episcopal
10:30a.m.
9:30a m.

9 15a.m
10 30a,m

10:00a.m.
9:30a.m.

Fern Terrace Lodge

Randy Thoronton
Service Co.

Mrs. Mona Purclom-RN-Admin.
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN"
Physician On Call At All Times
1505 Stadium View Drive ...
753-7109

102 Chestnut
n

1

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way."
753-3911

100 So 13th St

Kentucky fried Chicken

Murray Auto Parts

WAYNE & CATHY PERRIN-OWNERS
-Bibles-Records-Music-Books-Church Supplies-Gifts-

Rebuilt Engines-Radiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

0425
753
'

753-4424

605 Maple St
alk

Corvette Lanes Inc.

Murray

Lassiter & Frankhouser
Glass Company

VIAmerican

had
750

United
11 00a m
6:00p m

Mobil. Horne Courts
Mayfield Hwy

Ph 753-5209

1 21

Ky

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
-Complete Automatic Transmission Service
-Front End Alignment
-Complete Tune-up & Repair Service2095. 7th
753,1751

industrial Road

753-7117

"West Kentucky Transportation Center
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer

Serving Murray State University
1413 Olive Blvd.

753-1372

4th at Poplar

---------

Murray's Most Complete Department Store
Central Shopping Center
753-7175

JAS. D . CLOPTON DIV .

Wallace's
Book Store

Book's"

Distributing Gulf Products
Tires-Batteries-Accessories
Murray, Ky
South 2nd St.
Ph. 642-4624, Paris
P91 753-3571, Murray

Ambassador- Hornet-Matador -Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points
Phone 753-6441

Murray Datsun, Inc.

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERINGA
Benjamin

DATSUN

Muray, oore

7537.4
1210 Man
Ilk

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

Peck's Auto & Furniture
Upholstery

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

MR. & MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS
HEATING-SHEET METAL-AIR CONDITIONING
5th at Chestnut
Phone 753-4132

753.4334

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Ph. 753-7094

606 S. Ith

1
Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential-Sales & Service
Repairs & Installation-Gas & Sewer
501 N. 4th
Phone 75341411

A Choice Selection of Relishes-Salads-Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service-Open Sundays
Hwy. 641 North
Phone 753-2700

Ph 753-3080

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN-PIZZA - SPAGHETTI

1204 Chestnut St

9
1452.
:
4111
„yin=

$00 Main
753 3231

SO. 12th & Story
753-4455

Phone 751-2997
.a..: .

... ....

Palace Cafe

Chestnut St
753-1215

Five

.
• 4
11.91

753-7992

Points

Ail

Shirley Florist

Grecian Steak House
TOM ANDREWS-YOUR HOST
Steaks-Chops-Seafood Plates-Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirlion Steak-Toe,, Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin-Thurs., Chicken-Fri.,
Fish
No. 12th Ext 641 - Call in Orders to 753-4419

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
MEMBER F.T.D.

501 N . 4th St.

753-3251

---mwillik

,
.. .
9'

.
4., i•

MORRIS MOBILE
HOMES, Inc.
Murray, Ky.
Benton, Ky.

• ••,:-

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
Member FDIC

-Sales - Service
-Park Rental

Paschall Truck Lines
Rt 4

753-1717
Murray, Ky

COMPLIMENTS

Trenholm's Drive-In
25 cent Delivery on All Orders

paints

COMPLIMENTS

Claude Vaughn

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

•

Guy Spann
Realty

Ph. 753-9636
Ph. 527-1322

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M.-PH
Hogs bought daily
WM. E. DODSON, OWNER

Shirley Garden Center
50 Varieties of Roses
Shrubbery & Supplies
All Types of Bird Houses

Fitti litoik-11 itia
- ay Mix

Wells Electric

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"
Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-1933

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

Lassiter Auto Sales

Jones Brothers Body Shop
BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates
H wy sogy S.( Hazel, Hwy.)
Ph. 753-7150

Discount Carpet Center
"CARPET FOR LESS"

.,

.03 2221

South Oth (in old Ice Plant Bldg.)

753-6660

753-6944

Perkins Pancake and
Steak House

East Main Street

Phone 753-3540
IIMII

"
Roberts Realty
3 ik.EERATLsTOR RA sy

, ,„,„„,1„
,.

HOYT ROBERTS-RAY ROBERTS
Corner 12th 8. Sycamore

Phone 753-1651

Storey's Food Giant

West Kentucky Rural Electric -,,

Ward-Elkins
.---...,

-R.CL Y4CTC10-Pt43447.41P1E.MilyVTA6-

MI Maple

Ph0np 753 1711

Bel-Air Shopping Center

LI

Phone 753 5807

205 No 4th Street

FOR THE FINEST IN MOVIE ENTERTAINMENT

Hendon's Service Station

CENTRAL

PHILLIPS

66

lbe *nee a Owen

Carroll Tire Service

Co-Operative.Co.rp,...Y.CtIMJANIAQYAI,..T.IR,
Phone 753-5012

Nite 753-3924
wwl

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service

CLOSED ON SUNDAYS
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
No. 4th Street

LUBIE & REBA'S

Co.

BUILDING BLOCKS & READY MIX CONCRETE

CINEMAS
North 12th St

753 5334

rSOO N 4th

U.S. 641 North 6 a.m.-10 p.m. Everday
Worlds largest and finest chain of Pancake Houses,
owned
and
operated.
locakly
-JOIN US AFTER CHURCH"T HE PLENTIFUL PLATE PLACE"

Residential-Commercial-Farm•Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying-Selling-Leasing
518 W. Main
Phone 753-7724

Murray Livestock Co.

I

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

Your Johnson Motors Dealer..,,-.
Sales-Servite-Parts
Complete Boating Supplies
94 E. At Murray Bait Co.
753-3734

753-3164
„----•

Taylor Motors, Inc.

Phone 753-1319

RELIGIOUS

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co. Inc.

Hwy. 94-1 Mi. E. Murray-Ph 753-4685

Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger Truck & Farm Tires

I

Motors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales

Ky.

Ile

801 Coldwater Rd.

1

Lubie & Reba Parrish, owners
1100 Chestnut Street-Phone 753.44..

IT/01

cap
ago

Shady Oaks

ALTHEATRE:

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

"BIBLES &

Commercial-Residential
Original Equipment Auto Glass
1292 Johnson Blvd.

Ph. 753-3037

SUPER BURGER

450
on '
Cat
crel
mei
that
tsar
238

Ewing Tire Service

. Cu_ ,

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th
Call in Orders 753-7101

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

J.W. WILHAM-MGR
le HOUSE BOAT RENTALS *
Ky Lake State Park
Ph. 474-2211 Ext.171

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance

OPEN EVENINGS TIL 11:00

kiss
air t
low
port

I

Kenlake Marina

"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"
1415 Main Street
Phone 753-2202

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

1101 Chestnut

rael
rael
this
of U

Sholar's Auto Repair

Astro Car Wash

GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans
Holmes Ellis, Mgr
E.W. Outland, Supt
Phone 753-8220

By'

4--.4

The Christian Book Center

SW Chestnut St.

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

Bethel
2nd & 4th Sunday
Evening

Juanita's Flowers.
Inc.
"WHEN

..; i. 4
YOU NEED FLOWERSk eiir. Art
") :*.a 11.'i iCY
THINK OF OURS"
q,'•••44.91*
• . i-"4
753-3660
_ ar§ 117 Coldwater Rd.

753-2411

Phone 753-8161

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

1r7

The J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Retrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

Boone's Incorporated

First Presbyterian
9 30 a m
Church School
10 45a m
Worship Service

This page is made possible by the following supporting firms:

21

Brooks Chapel United
1st & 3rd Sunday
11 00a m
Evening
6 00p re

Mount Plesant
11 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 00p.m.
Evening Worship

Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath School
Worship Service

brot

Waymen Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services
10 45a m

Oak Grove
10 00 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m., 7 p m
Worship Services

Inunanuel Lutheran

el a

10 00a m.
11 00a m.

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service
10 00a m
1st 8.2nd Sundays,
11 00a m.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday

Presbyterian

Jehovah's Witnesses

Worship ServiceS

5.17th St

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning Worship

11:00a.m.

Sugar Creek
.11:00a.m
Morning Worship
7:15p.m
Evening Worship

Lone Oak Primitive
2:00 p T.
is, Sunday
10 10 a m.
Id Sunday

Cole's Camp Ground
Worship Service
10 00a m

Second Street
Morning Worship
11.00a.m.
Evening Worship
3 00p.m.

Christian Science

Watchtower
Bible Lecture

Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9:45 a.m 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11 a,m 2nd & 4th
Sunday

Plesant Valley
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.

Barn , 11 a.m., 4:30
Sunday Mass
111- Saturday Mass 6 30p.m.

Worship Service

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 p m 2nd &
Sundays

New Concord
Morning Service
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00p.M.

10 00a m

First Methodist
8 45 & 10:50a m

Russells Chapel United
Sunday School
10 00a m
Morning Worship
11 00a m

Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service
10 40a m.
6:03p.M.
Evening Worship

St. Leo Catholic Church

11:00a.m
7:00 p.m

10:30 a.m.
6:00p.M.

Green Plain
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints

Cherry Cinwar
Morning Worship
11:00a m.
Evening Worship
7:00p m

Good Shepherd United
Sunday School
1030 a.m
Worship Service
9:30a.m

Murray Christian Fellowsnip
Worship Services 1030 a.m., 7 p.m.

Nazarene

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship

South Plesant Grove
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m
Evening Worship
7:00p.m

First Christian
Worship Services 10 30a m , 7p m.

Chestnut Street General
Sunday School
10 00a m
Morning Worship
II 00a m

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11:00a.m
Evening Worship
6.:45P.M

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Martins Chapel United
Sunday School
10-00a m
Worship Service
11 -00a m

Christian

Locust Grove
Morning Worship
11 00a m
Evening Worship
7 00p m

Spring Creek
11:00a.rn.
Morning Worship
13:00p.m
Evening Worship
Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

1' E 11 LL: II L h L [

Faith Baptist
Morning Worship
11:00a.m
Evening Worship
6:30p m

11100a m
6:30p.m

PAGI

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m. 15t Sunday,
Sunday
10:00 a.m
3rd Sunday
School 10:00 a m. 2nd 8. 4111

II I L II

I

Emmanuel Missionary
1100a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30p.m
Evening Worship
First Baptist
- 10
-8,/lori-ling Worship
630p.m.
Evening Worship

Methodist

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

Scotts Grove
117130/i..rfi. Worship Service
7:30p.m
Evening worship

8 PF-4-166a

-..s.-

1105 Pogue/
1
2 block E. of S. 12th-Phone 753-141,

I
- `-_.___.
-

Phone 753-1921
Bus. 753-5397

AINCIIESTIVLIfifitifid `SIBY Iif

- TM BuSineannen's Chi:nee -For Fine Pr in twig
Oh
Murray, Ky.
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United
1St Sunday,
.inday. Sunday
nd & 4th

Itfurnalism- Sodety Condemns
Use Of 'Executive Privilege'

WEEKLY LEDGER,
COLLECTION DEPT.

el United
10:00 a.m
11700 a m

Murray, Ky. , May 15, 1897.
DEAR SIR AND FRIEND.
Your subscription to the LEDGER for the year ending
expired on that date. Desiring to close our books for last year we re/
spectfully and earnestly ask you to send us the $
due, which will pay

it Grove
10:45a.m
7:00p m

2(ay189
-1

11 United
10 30a m
9 30a m
United
10100a.m
11:00a.m

your subscription up to
,f2k;7; 189'), as before mentioned, and we
will promptly Send you a receipt. Please d n't neglect this little matter
which, though small to each subscriber, in the aggregate means a very large
amount to us, which we stand greatly in need of. Your obedient servant,
,
JOHN MC. MELOAN, E444or.

nited
11:00a m.
7:00 pm

United
00 a m 1st &
i.m 3rd 5. Ith
a m 1st & 2nd
3rd & 4th

This statement, dated May 15, 1897, sent to W.E. Gilbert of That, Ky., wilt
brought to the office of the Ledger & Times. It was found in the collection of the

United
W:00 a m
H:00 arn

Gilberts home at Gilbert bomeplace west of Flint and is the property of James
Gilbert.

28 Israelis, 294 Egyptians Freed On Second Exchange

kodist
45 8 10 50a m

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Egypt freed another 28 Israeli prisoners of war and Israel sent 294 Egyptians home
this morning on the second day
of their prisoner exchange.
Premier Golda Meir tearfully
kissed the returning Israelis as
air force Phantom jets swooped
low over Lod International Airport to welcome them home.
But the Egyptians, like some
450 others who were returned
on Thursday, were received in
Cairo in conditions of near secrecy as the Egyptian government tried to minimize the fact
that Israel captured 8,221 Egyptians and Egypt captured only
238 Israelis in the war last
month. Another nine Israelis
captured more than three years
ago also are being freed.
By noon today, 54 Israelis
had been exchanged for nearly
750 Egyptians, a Red Cross official reported.
The exchange is to take about

el United
10 00a m
11 00a.m

todist
11 a m 151 &
n 2nd & 4th

)V@

45 a m 1st &
n 2nd & 4th
Ground
W 130 am

I United
10 00a m
11 00a m
lay

on
00 a m
1st
3rd Sunday
00 a m
1st
lid, 3rd & 4th

)0 am,2nd
'th Sunday
m jst, 3rd 8
1 2nd Sunday

lapel
rch
10 45a m

PF.ANUTS
United
11 00am
6 00p m
tecl
11 00a m
6:00p m

HOW ABOUT
THAT,FRANKLIN 7
9ON'T TELL ME THE
SQUEAKY WHEEL
00E5N'T SET
THE &EASE!

a week and is arranged so that Cairo. Medical authorities in
the last Israelis will leave the Egyptian capital said more
Cairo simultaneously with the than 1,400 wounded were jamdeparture of the last Egyptians med into the 300-bed hospital in
the town, which had been isofrom Israel.
In exchange for Egypt's lated by the Israelis since Oct.
agreement to the prisoner 22.
Informants in Cairo reported
swap, Israeli troops on Thursday transferred control of the that the Israeli breakthrough to
Suez end of the Cairo-Suez the east bank of the Suez Canal
highway to the U.N. peace- during the war had resultesi in
a shakeup in the Egyptian milikeeping force.
Traffic authorized by the tary command and severe reagreement worked out earlier bukes to a number of officers.
The sources said one reason
this week was moving in and
out of Suez, the town at the for the Israeli success was the
southern end of the Suez Canal, lack of a central command
along the canal front to coordiunder U.N. supervision today.
But the Israelis retained the nate the actions of the Egypright to block traffic not cov- tian 2nd Army along the northered by the agreement, and on ern part of the waterway and
Thursday they prevented a the Egyptian 3rd Army to the
group of newsmen from Cairo south.
To remedy this, U. Gen. Mofrom going to Suez.
The International Red Cross hammed Garnazy, who has
was assembling a convoy in .been working out details of the
Suez to take wounded troops cease-fire observance in
and civilians from the town to frequent meetings with Israeli
I Li.)ENT TO THE PRINCIPAL
AND PROTESTED THAT'I MINUS"
THE TEACHER 6AVE ME
ON OUR TEST.,

THE'? MUST HAVE HAD A

LITTLE 'TALK BECA05E
5RE CHANGED AW GRADE

Maj. Gen. Aharon Yariv, has
been named commander of the
Egyptian front.
Informants in Cairo also reported that Maj. Gen. Sand Mamun, the commander of the 2nd
Army, misjudged the size of
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the Israeli force pouring across
the canal. They said when the
magnitude of the crossing became evident, he gave Cairo
misleading information and assured his superiors that he
could handle things.

BUFFALO, N.Y. — The freedom of information committee
of Sigma Delta Chi today
condemned President Nixon's
use of executive privilege and
warned that continued use
"could mean the end of our open
government and the rights of
free press."
In a report presented here to
the national convention of the
26,000-member professional
journalism society, the committee said the Watergate
scandals dramatized the
potential for dictatorship
inherent in presidential claims
of executive privilege.
Cathy Chapin, a senior at
Murray State University from
Tampa, Fla., and president of
the MSU Sigma Delta Chi
Chapter, is representing the
local organization at the convention. Membership of the
chapter includes both professional people and students.

Study Group Recommends One
an In Charge Of Education
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API —
An interim .legislative body
wants one man who has no other function to be in charge of
all education in Kentucky and
to have his appointment confirmed by the state senate.
That proposal — which would
revise part of Gov. Wendell
_Ford's reorganization and significantly expand legislative
power — was recommended
Wednesday by- the Interim

ARE hOil
K0E:PING?

).

Study Commission on Educational Organization.
Specifically, the recommendation said higher education
should be put back into the governor's new Cabinet on Education and the Arts and that no
one holding some other state office should head it. And anyone
the governor appointed to that
job would have to be confirmed
by the state Senate, under the
proposal.
The state Council on Public
Higher Education was put into
the education and arts cabinet
in Ford's initial general reorganization plan. But subsequently
he made the council advisory
only to him and named state
Supt. of Public Instruction Lyman Ginger, an elected official,
to that cabinet-level position as
well.
The thinking of the study
commission Wednesday was the
person to be put in charge of
all education in Kentucky
should have no responsibility in
any lesser phase of that field,
so there would be no suspicion
of bias.
The commission also recommended that a coordinating
Council on Occupational Education be created similar to the
present Council on Higher Education. A similar recommendation already has been made by
a Legislative Educational Facilities Review Commission and
endorsed in principle by the Interim Committee on Education.
As recommended Wednesday,
vocational education schools
would remain under the state
Department of Education, and
community colleges would continue to offer occupational
training programs of their own.
In that recommendation, the
council would be comprised of
nine lay members, the state superintendent of public instruction and the director of the
Council on Public Higher Education. The chairman would be
one of the lay members.
In accepting that recommendation, the commission discounted a counter proposal that
would have put all postsecondary education into a new
state agency, which would be
over both community colleges

P11. 753-5334

and vocational schools.
The primary spokesman for
that viewpoint was Rep. Carl
Nett, D-LouLsville, who said it
was the only way occupational
education could get the emphasis it needed, and more money.
In still other business, the
commission recommended that
the Legislative Research Commission continue the Educational Facilities Review Commission that it created, along with
four other such groups, earlier
this year. The five commissions
are to evaluate how state facilities are being used.
The study commission recommended that at least a majority
of the members of the Educational Facilities Review Commission be comprised of members of the Interim Committee
on Education.
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"This is too infrequent and
will result in a jam-up of
unquestions,
frenzied
coordinated efforts.. and
dissatisfaction by those who feel
the president has a duty to keep
the country well informed on his
thinking," it said.
The committee said a
president controls the flow of
questions at a press conference
to a greater degree than' is
realized. On embarashing.
subjects, when the president
doesn't want any more
questions, he may answer only
part of a question and then
recognize another correspondent who has something else on
his mind, the report said.
"If presidents are not going to
encourage follow-up questions
consistently, they should at
least stop abusing the press for
alleged bad questioning," it
said.
Regularity of press conferences would avoid the
danger
of one
subject
dominating the exchange, the
report stated.
The committee criticized the
news media for some of their
performance in 1973.
-Hearsay was not always
labeled as such. Rebuttals did
not always get prominent
display. The secret grand jury
process.. was at time infringed
upon."
But, the report said, "The
balance sheet is written far
more in black ink than red. The
full Watergate story is that of
cooperation among the news
media, the courts and the
Congress."

Ford Denies He Offered
To Help Stock Swindler

III

LIL' ABNER

The freedom of information
committee report continued
saying the President's claim
to be the sole judge of which
documents and witnesses from
the executive branch of
government would be made
testimony
for
available
represents a power to curtail
"any independent investigation
of government agencies."
Sigma Delta Chi "has consistently opposed past -administrations for use of
executive privilege to hide
evidence of corruptions and
mismanagements," the committee said.
"We must recognize that the
ability of newsmen to obtain
information from government
agencies can never be any
better than the authority of the
Congress and the courts to force
production of witnesses and
various
documents from
government agencies."
The committee said the
minimum check on the
President's assessment of his
own actions is the examination
of information in the chambers
of a federal judge.
The report criticized the
"swamp of misinformation in
Washington."
It quoted a recent report by
the National Press Club which
said, "The Watergate scandals
grew and flourished in an
unhealthy atmosphere of
secrecy, official lies and atof
tempted manipulation
radio
and
newspapers,
television. Only an administration so insulated from
the press and so contemptuous
of its reporting function could
have ignored the press's
disclosures of scandal over the
last year and attempted the
complex cover-up."
The report also called upon
the President to begin calling
regular, frequent press conferences. -The highest goal
President Nixon has ever set for
himself is one a month and his
average has been about one
every two months." the report

The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Clabaugh and their two
children on Murray Route Sit
was hit by shots last night about
eleven o'clock with one shot
going through the wall of one of
the bedrooms, according to
Sheriff Clyde Steele. No one was
reported hurt.
Sheriff Steele said Deputy
In a Sept. 3, 1970, letter, Sheriff James R. Hamilton was
WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice
called to the home after the
President-designate Gerald R. Becker told Wolfson's lawyer, shooting occurred. Other shots
that
Ford
William
0.
Batmen'',
Ford has denied that he offered
were fired toward the home but
to help convicted stock swindler and the other two congressmen did not penetrate the stone
looking
into
Douglas's
were
Louis Wolfson.
walls, Sheriff Steele said. An
The question was raised dealings with Albert Parvin. investigation is continuing this
was
believed
Becker
said
it
Thursday by Rep. Jerome R.
morning by local officials.
Waldie, D-Calif., at House that a conversation with WolfThe Clabaugh family moved
upon
the
son
"could
shed
light
Judiciary Committee hearings
here from Villa Grove, Ill., thki
Parvin
inner
workings
of
the
on the Ford nomination. The
summer and he is an instructor
Dohrman Co."
hearings resume today.
in the Department of Marketing
Ford testified that a lawyer
Becker concluded the letter and General Business at
working for him and two other by saying, "I am personally
Murray State University.
congressmen offered on his own sympathetic to your client's
Their home, located on the
to help Wolfson with his legal present plight and would be
A.B. Lassiter road, east of
problems if he would help their anxious to assist him in any
Murray, is the former home of
effort to impeach Supreme way available to me."
Mr. and Mrs. Hall McCuiston.
Court Justice William 0.
A letter from Batman to
Douglas,
"We never offered any such Wolfson said that, if he cooperated in the Douglas inquiry,
action," Ford said.
"the congressmen he ( Becker
Waldie produced correspondence from Ford's files in which represented probably could be
of some assistance to you in
the lawyer, Benton L. Becker,
told Wolfson's lawyer that Ford connection with your second
The Murray State Thorobred
might be of use to his client if case."
Club will meet Monday, Nov. 11
Wolfson,
a
millionaire
finanWolfson cooperated in the
at the SUB ballroom at 6 p.m;',
cier, was convicted in 1967 of according to Joe Pat James:
Douglas investigation.
"The inference is that Becker selling unregistered stock and president of the club.
offered the influence of the con- in 1968 of obstruction of justice.
Head football coach Bill
Ford told the committee that Furgerson will summarize and
gressmen he represented,"
Waldie told newsmen outside it was clear from Becker's let- comment on the 1973 Racer
ter that he was making the of- football season and head
the hearing room.
fer of help for Wolfson on his basketball coach and athletic
own and that that offer "be- director Cal Luther will review
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753-1916

Hospital Report

2. Notice

2. Notice

6. Help Wanted

9. Situations Wanted

14. Want To Buy

A d 75C3a:I9 16

15. Articles For Sale

15. Articles For Sale

CED MAN for front
FREE TRAILER space offerEXPERIEN
offered
Mer- I WILL be buying all kinds of furs 1970 CATALINA Pontiac, all AUTUMN, MINK stole. Call 753IN
in yard of widow for couple or end alignment and brake work. INTERESTED
again this season. Thanks for last
8129
small family. For information Phone Paris, Tenn., 1-901-642-3671 chandising, B.S. in Home
door hardtop, air
year's business. Highway 641 power, two
off,
Sunday
Economics
desire
8:00
Old
owner.
a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
conditioned. One
phone 753-5708.
Willing to learn. Please call 753- South, 2 miles from shopping bedstead, one desk, almost new THIS SPOT that spot, traffic
center,
paths too, removed with Blue
Murray,
Kentucky.
•
••••••41-4140.•••••••
OPENING FOR Cook, full time 9872.
buffet. Lots
•
Douglas Shoemaker, Phone 753- sewing machine, old
Lustre carpet shampoo. Kwikemployment.
Good
salary, apof dishes of all kinds. Two T.V.'s, Pik Market, Five Points.
ADVERTISING
3375.
proximately 35 hours per week. 10. Business Opportunity
floor lamp, two mirrors. Phone
DEADLINES
THE LYNNVILLE Shoe Store •
w:kiamaaktriMis"
Contact Seven Seas Restaurant
753-4716.
and The Lynnville Furniture : All display
MAKE BEATEN down carpet
ads, classified
Highway 641 North. Formerly NEED EXTRA cash? Spare
Will Buy
Store will be open from 1:00 - 5:00 *display
at doorways bright and fluffy
nap
and
Captain's Kitchen.
regular
Large House Plants
Time! Details, sample free.
•
p.m. on Sundays now through •
BLUE LUSTRE not only rids again with Blue Lustre. Big K,
display, must be submitted
4th
South
p.m.
after
Call
5
406
Sykes,
Rosebud
Christmas. New
furniture
carpets of soil, but leaves pile soft Belaire Shopping Center.
by 12 noon, the day before
GOOD EXPERIENCED and Street.
753-6049
arriving daily. Famous name
and lofty. Rent electric shampublication.
reliable body man wanted. 753amitUMUMUKISKIMMIMIKSO pooer $1.00. Western Auto, home
brand shoes for all the family. • All
AIR COMPRESSOR, 11
/
2 H.P.reader classifieds
6035.
ANY U.S. silver coins, also of Wishing Well Gift Shop." Curtis, upright. Perfect conust be submitted by 41
dition. See at 515 South 4th or
.m, the day before
SYLVANIA TV attendants for INSURANCE: NEW mobile collections, one piece or more.
GE 23", black and white console phone 7534500.
Phone Bill Harris, 753-6328.
tpublication.
Murray
Calloway
County
qualified
coverage
risk,
to
home
•
X•••••••••••••••t••••41
television. Nice maple cabinet,
Hospital area no experience with or without deductible, low
WANT TO BUY large farm, with plays good. $60.00. Phone 437,NO -TRESPASSING on land of required. Must be able to meet rates, excellent claim service.
FOR YOUR insurance needs for
or without house, in Calloway 4260.
J.W. Butler. Trespassers without the public and keep accurate When you see me, don't think of
automobile, home
owner,
762-2557.
Phone
County.
permission will face con- records. Highly motivated person insurance, but when you think of
business, farm, mobile homes,
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 20' and contact Wilson Insurance & Real
will get this permanent part-time insurance see me. Harding
sequences.
treated fence posts. Murray Estate, phone 753-3263.
position. For interview, write to Galloway Insurance & Realty,
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Box 32D, Include phone number. phone 753-5842.
5. Lost And Found
Do not contact hospital!.
TRUCK WAD tire sale. Custom Street.
An advertiser can pay $300,MINIATURE BLACK poodle
104 No 13th
000 a year to rent a custom16. Home Furnishings
premium 4 ply polyester white
lost.
Anyone
knowing WANTED
EXPERIENCED
made neon sign blazing above
LARGE QUANTITY of birch
7 5 3-0 37 3
wall:
whereabouts
of
753-3666.
dog,
call
tractor trailer driver. Apply in TWO GOOD cheap homes, No. 1 F78x14" or 15"-$18.88 + $2.27 cabinet doors and drawers. 75 COLOR TELEVISION, Sears,
'nines Square.
person to Mr. Waller at Paschall is in the city with all city utilities, G78x14" or 15"-$19.67 + $2.80 cents each. May be seen at 1600 portable. Also 18,500 BTU air
LOST BLACK and white walker Truck Lines. "An equal op- on good lot, gas heat. Price in H78x14" or 15"-$20.52 + $3.01 Keenland.
conditioner. Phone 753-7490.
Down Concord Way . . .
only $6,400.
dog with brown head. Lost east of portunity employer."
L78114" or 15"-$21.93 + $3.31
No. 2 is on Highway 121, in Wide 60 series with raised white LOOKING FOR an unusual gift?
Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
Coldwater, newly decorated new letters:
Persons with information call
Give an art piece sculptured by KENMORE AUTOMATIC
bath, city water, large lot. Price
753-6226. Reward offered for
nature; varnished and hand Washer, good condition, $30.00.
$6000.00 or will trade for small G60x14" or 15"-$77.83 + $2.89 polished driftwood with assorted Call 436-5533.
return.
L80
acreage.
Full time person who is
decorations. Phone 753-2415 or
Call Galloway Insurance and L60x14" or 15-$31.79 + $3.49 see at 1628 Farmer Ave.
willing to work hard with
6. Help Wanted
GAS STOVE, Imperial house
GR70
Realty Agency, 753-5842.
worlds largest discount
$50.00. Gas Heater, room
size,
We could not help from
By Mn. Estelle Splceland
Steele Radial white wall, the FIREWOOD-cut to order
shoe company. Above
thinking as we drove for miles WANTED MOBILE home sersize $20.00 and roll-a-way bed,
November 1, 1973
tire:
mile
40,000
Phone
436-2382
or
vice man. Experienced only
7534145.
minimum wage salary, 35
$10.00. 489-2590.
44. Want To Buy
This October was a wonderful through silent forests, and
GR70x14" or 15"-$36.31 + $3.08
apply. Bill's Mobile Home, Highhours weekly maybe more.
month for Thanksgiving, since looked on acres of land now left
$3.33
15"-$37.50
+
HR70x14"
or
way 641, Murray.
ARE YOU interested in selling
most holidays are changed to the deer, buffalo and other
15"-$39.47 + $3.70
Apply
in
person
to
your farm. We have cases daily LR70x14" or
how
wild
unwise
life,
it seems to
anyway.
PERSON TO answer phone and
Shoe Department
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
Big
K
types
for
all
of
farms.
have
We
And right there: within 10 move people out to make way
take messages in their home. Call
SAT., NOV. 17, 1973 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.
See Mr. Terhime
the buyers who are interested. Kentucky
miles of Murray there are for vacationers when in 753-0672 between
5:00 and 7:00
Contact
Real
Wilson
Estate
753crowded
tenements
in
cities,
wooded trails as beautiful in
POOL TABI.F-N----% price sale,
705 Chestnut Street
p.m.
3263; Wayne Wilson, broker, 753autumn colors as could be found children have no room to play.
TEXAS REFINERY Corp. offers
while they last. 44", regular
Loretta
5086;
realtor
Jobs
•CLOTHES - Men, Women, Teens, Children
in the Smoky Mountains.
TRACTOR TRAILER driver plenty of money plus cash associate 753-6079; Ronnie Pea, $24.86, now only $12.43. 60",
Otis Lovins who lives alone on
regular
bonuses,
$49.60,
only
now
$24.80.
fringe
benefits
Baby's, Maternity, Coats
to
wanted,over the road. Must have
435-5792.
his hill top overlooking the lake
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
mature individual in Murray
experience. Phone 436-2252.
which covers the fields once
area. Regardless of experience, APPROXIMATELY 10 acres, Kentucky.
•BABY ITEMS - Mattress, 2 Walkers
tended by his father, knows all
LAW ENFORCEMENT. No airmail A.K. Pate, Pres., Texas non tillable land, five or six miles
these trails.
Experience required. • Good Refinery Corp., Box 711, Ft. from Murray. Phone 492-8837 MOBILE HOMES underpenned. MISCELLANEOUS-TypewriterVacuurn Cleaner,Wig, Lamps
He took me on a guided tour
Phone 753-3938 or 753-5461.
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
salary, many benefits. Two year Worth, Texas 76101.
one brilliant day, starting in one
enlistment. Now interviewing, 18"Backward Glance", by
of the many roads in the
35. Call Army Opportunities, Call
Croppie Hollow Development Ouicla Jewell of Fulton, is off the
collect 247-4525.
which now includes the old press.
The book, containing articles,
McCuiston brick house, built
RADIO-TELETYPE Operators,
with hand made bricks, we maps and pictures of historical
No Exp. required. Good salary,
interest, came off the press this
hear.
many benefits, Now
inNew roads are being graveled past week. Miss Jewell has
terviewing, 18-35. Two year
to the lake behind the house, but already submitted a second
TWO BEDROOM TRAILER, 12' x 55' with everything. Ready to move in-no
REAL NICE and newly decorated home at 523 Broad St. 3 bedrooms,
on the opposite side of the old volume to Fulton Publishing enlistment. Call Army Opneed to buy linens, dishes, silver or pots and pans, to include washer and dryer.
portunities. Call Collect 247-4525.
central gas heat,/
home, acres and acres have Co., as Bicentennial project.
1
2 basement. 2 air conditioners, draperies, some carpet.
Perfect location Fox Meadows Trailer Court) and priced right.
One section of the new book
Reduced to $16,900.
good roads leading up hill and
MECHANIC TRAINEE, No Exp.
down, back into regions we pertains to the histroy of Fulton
807 N. 18TH, REAL NICE 2 bedroom frame with carport and outside storage,
required. Good Salary, many
natives had never seen. Now the and adjoining counties, one with
ONE OF THE BETTER BRICK HOMES IN MURRAY at 809 Olive Street. Has 6
carpet in living room. Moderately priced.
benefits. Two year enlistment.
roads are named and lots a collection of the author's
bedrooms, 3 baths and on 90' x 240' lot. Has 3 fireplaces, 10 closets, steel beam
Call Army Opportunities, Call
20 ACRES OF fine developing land in city limits and on S. 16th St. The best piece
marked off, many with traders articles written over a period of
construction, basement. All built-ins in kitchen. Large family room, fenced
Collect 247-4525.
of land left in the city. Call for details.
and small houses with owners years as a newspaper reporter,
yard. Must see to appreciate.
and the third with eighty-one
from many different states.
FINE RESTAURANT, PERFECT LOCATION, all equipment, plenty of
MUSICIANS. Good salary, many
IX)YOU LIKE A SPLIT-LEVEL home on lot with nice trees? We have it at 1207
No doubt they have come biographies of Fulton area
parking is available. Building and lot can be purchased or continued to be
benefits, now interviewing 18-35.
Doran Road. Has 4 bedrooms,formal dining room, family room, 2 car garage,
from crowded cities, seeking residents.
leased. Fine opportunity to own an established business. Inquire at office.
Call Army Opportunities, Call
central heat and air, all carpet and tile. All built-ins. The kichen is a beauty.
Several copies of the 236-page
quietude. They have found it.
Collect 247.4525.
415 SOUTH 10TH STREET-2 bedroom frame house completely redecorated.
For how -long, we cannot volume have been purchased by
503 S. 16TH A NEWLY REMODELED and completely redecorated home
Perfect for a young family or retired couple, will sell for $8,000.00.
predict, for the corning years libraries in a number of states.
MISSILES
MAINTENANCE
White painted brick. Has 2 baths, full basement, 3 bedrooms, central heat and
will continue to beckon
Miss Jewell has been
Jobs. No experience required.
air, 2 car garage, new carpet. Really nice and on 90' X 360' lots. Call for ap4 MILES FROM NEW CONCORD off Route 444 is a 2 bedroom frame house
promises from the hills to the collecting historical data on
Good salary, excellent benefits.
pointment to see.
located on approximately 2 acres. Panelled and carpeted on the inside. Imagine
over crowded. As the Statue of Fulton County and
the Now
interviewing, 18-35, Two
Liberty with silent lips says surrounding area for the past
only $7,500.00.
year enlistment. Call Army
EXTRA NICE FURNISHED HOME at Lakeway Shores on water view lot 117'
"Give me your tired, your poor, twenty-seven years. She is a
Opportunities, Call Collect 247THE MAX OLIVER FARM, 11
by 121'. Aluminum siding, basement, electric heat, air conditioner, built-in
/
2 miles southwest of Kirksey. 117 acres of fine
your huddled masses yearning graduate of Fulton High School
4525.
range and oven, 2 bedrooms, formal dining room, large family room, with
land and three bedroom brick home. This is a fine dairy farm with silo, 4
to breath free. Send these the and
attended
George
fireplace, patio, garage. On paved street and community water. Everything for
tractors, milk barn,63 milk cows, 110 cattle, lots of other farm equipment. Also
tempest tossed, to me."
Washington University in
PHARMACY TRAINEE, Paid
leisurly year around living and a really good price.
tobacco barn. Call for other details.
Panorama Shores with its Wahington, D.C., the University
Training. Good salary, benefits
beautiful homes and well kept of Tennessee at Martin, and has
New four unit apartment building. Each apartment has 2 bedrooms and tile
1
2 miles East of Tri-City is a 9 room frame house on about 2'z
ON 94 WEST just 2/
plus, Two year enlistment. Now
grounds, and Lakeway Shores, studied through the Extension
bath, utility, all carpet,central heat and air, built-in range and refrigerator. On
acres of land. Has hardwood floors, 4 bedrooms, huge family room, well. Priced
interviewing, 18-35, Call Army
both so near this new Department of Murray State
wooded lot. Private front and rear porches. Must see to appreciate.
to sell at $15,000.00.
Opportunities, Call Collect 247development, give promise of University.
4525.
Panorama
Shores.
THE
WATER-VIEW
the changes which could be
ON
BEST
Lovely
LOT
at
rustic type
She has worked for several
121 HIGHWAY WEST, IMMEDIATELY OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS. Two
home. Has 2 baths, 4 bedrooms, electric heat, 3 air-conditioners, all built-ins,
wrought in years to come in newspapers and radio stations
bedroom brick veneer house on approximately one acre. Nice double car
RADAR & ELECTRONICS
washer-dryer hook-up, family room, 2 fireplaces. Large double garage. On
these forgotten hills.
in the area, and has served as
garage with apartment. Good income. Also one car brick garage behind house
JOBS, No exp. required. Two
community water and on paved street with paved drive. Must see to appreciate.
As I look out on Concord correspondent for a number of
Priced to sell, $37,500.00.
year enlistment. Good salary,
school playground where metropolitan newspapers, wire
many
benefits.
inNow
THE
HERSCHEL
IN WHITNELL ESTATES, this 3 bedroom brick has huge rustic
CORN HOME on Lynn Grove Road in the best location in the
children from miles around services and magazines. She is
den with
terviewing, 18-35. Call Army
county. On over one acre lot with beautiful large trees, shrubbery and a parkbeamed Cathedral Ceiling, large kitchen,dining room,2 baths, central
play together, I realize that I a member of the Jackson
heat and
like
setting.
Opportunities,
This
is
Collect
Call
an
247extra
remodeled
home.
large
The
air,
size
of
the
large
rooms
will
walled
in
patio for privacy. On wooded lot in one of Murray's best
can not imagine the changes Purchase Historical Society,
4525.
astound
you.
Modern
kitchen
paneled
with
den, large formal dining
all bolt-ins,
location& A real good price.
which will come to our country and spoke before the group last
room,extra large living room with fireplace and adjoining sun parlor and patio.
in their life times.
year.
A BEAUTIFUL BRICK HOME on Hwy. 641 North just 5 miles. Wooded
Designed for gracious living entertaining. Has 2 baths, 5 bedrooms. Has central
PLUMBER TRAINEE, Paid
lot, 3
Poplar Spring's pastor, Bro.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
bedrooms,central heat and air, draperies, all built-ins, carpet, fireplace and
heat and air and on city water. You must see to realize the potential. Call for
training,
good
salary,
many
on
Lynn Walker and wife, with Mr. Leland Jewell of Fulton, Miss
city water. One and three-tenths acre lot.
appointment to see. Possession with deed.
and Mrs. Guy Lovins visited Jewell is the granddaughter of benefits. Now interviewing 18-35.
Two year enlistment. Call Army
Mrs. Viven Shelton in Memphis the late Mr. and Mrs. Will
COMMERCIAL LOT WITH old house at 103 N. 12th Street. A good investment
AT 600 S. BROAD STREET is a nice 2 bedroom home at a hard to find price.
Hospital recently. We hope she Bailey of Graves County, and Opportunities, Call Collect 247for someone.
Newly decorated and carpeted. New electric wall heaters, new water heater, 2
4525.
is at home by now.
the late Mr. and Mrs. Ed Jewell
air conditioners,a real sharp house-washer and dryer included. A price you can
NICE 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME on 5 acres of good land. Lots of blacktop
They chanced to see Elvis of Hickman County, Ky.
afford. $10,500.00.
COMMUNICATIONS
JOBS,
No
frontage, about 1'2 miles north of Kirksey. Central heat and air. 2 baths, carpet
Presley being moved into a "Backward Glance", which
and good well. Large transferable VA Loan.
ward. Sickness and sorrow are sells for $20, may be obtained by exp. required. Paid training. Two
ON 17 ACRES OF LAND. New split level brick veneer home 1 2 miles southeast
levelers. They emphasize writing Miss Jewell at 315 Carr year enlistment. Excellent
of Almo. Has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and air, carpets. Anderson
benefits, Now interviewing 18-35.
ON OLD HWY. 641 NORTH is a nice older frame home redecorated and
Romans 2-11, "For there is no Street, Fulton, Ky. 42041.
windows, built-in range. House still under construction
Call Army Opportunities, Call
remodeled. Newly carpeted. Has 2 baths, 4 bedrooms and on large lot. Has
respect of persons with God."
Collect 247-4525.
BEAUTIFUL LAKE LOTS at Sugar Creek Subdivision. About 12 wooded, water
built-in range and on city water. Reduced to $14,000.00.
The beautiful October now
front lots. Other fine wooded lots near the water and Irving Cobb Fishing Lodge.
gives way to winter months,
WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD LAKE LOTS. City and County lots.
COOKS. PAID training. No exp.
These are fine lots - not the run of the mill. Call us for details.
Some small.
but farmers have had ideal
some large. All different price ranges. Check with us for residential
required. Good salary, many
or comharvesting weather.
November 12, 1973
youR
wooded
All
Lake.
are
Barkley
ADJOINING
ON
mercial lots.
WATER FRONT LOTS
benefits. Just two year enlistRainey Lovins near Concord ADULTS 117
and
with
view
of Highway 68 bridge. On paved road and city water. This is a
ment. Now interviewing 18-35,
was blessed by finding in his NURSERY 5
prime location and priced right. Nothing else like them left.
Call Army Opportunities, Call
AT 1213 MELROSE IS A 3 bedroom brick with carpet, baseboard heat, garbage
pasture two sets of white faced
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Collect 247-4525.
disposer,
built-in range, nice cabinets, tile bath, utility room. Priced at
twin calves during October.
Mrs.
Mary
Lucille
ABOUT TWO MILES SOUTH on 641 and on a lot over an acre in size is a nice 3
$18,600.00.
And before autumn's colors Youngblood and Baby Girl,
Bedroom brick home. Has 2 baths large recreation room,central heat and air.
SLAESMAN WANTED, exfaded we and the J.D. Mc- Route 1, Benton.
carpet, beautiful fireplace. All rooms are spacious. Call for more information.
perience helpful, but not
I,YNN GROVE-BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM brick
Clures, the Lovins, and the A.E.
DISMISSALS
veneer house on
necessary. Apply at Bill's Mobile
approximately one acre, with central heat and air, two baths,
40 ACRES JUST 2 MILES FROM MURRAY and /
1
2 mile east of 641 North with 2
Mrs. Pamela Elaine Boulton,
Rottmans of Pine Bluff Shores
fireplace and
Homes, Highway 641 South.
large
family
room.
bedroom rock and frame home with bath, well.
22' x22. workshop in back. Caa't pass up at $33,000.00.
went drivint last Sunday after D-2 Fox Meadows Tr. Ct.,
church in the Land Between the Murray, Leslie Holmes Ellis,
1209 Crestwood Place, Murray, CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far
Lakes.
Our Sales Staff . . .
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Stopping at the old Spiceland Mrs. Janice Gail Barrett, Route away! Let Avon help you make
home place we saw other for- 1, Murray, George Ora King, holiday money. As an Avon
Guy Spann 753-2587
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
mer Stewart countains, Mr. and Route 4, Murray.
Representative, you can earn
Louise Baker 753:2409 ,
Mrs. Auburn Sills, Mr. and Mrs.•
extra cash--and it's easy and
••••••
iistIn
Eddie Hicks- and Mrs._ 410..0 - ,1440sivfovadlionfl--kas -an • esti.' fatal -Call -471,swite.Crierido Crake,
-rich-Perm° 753-8961
.
901 Sycamore Str.Memb.r
tWaltiPle
p:WS1k
iftiaesm-s15735:3
Trielt
Crliteher,. no; of buchanan, mated 33,862 square miles of P.O. !jos 3247, Paducah, Ky.
elli
37
645.22
;7;24
Tenn.
42001, 443-3366.
,productive forest land.
Novernegir 11, 1973
ADULTS 101
NURSERY 6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs Jeanie Carol Stamper
and Baby Girl, B-12, Fox
Meadows, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Denise Marie May,
Route 5, Box 690, Murray, John
Henry Elliott, Route 5, Murray,
Mrs. Eva Jean Schaffter, 1134
Shady Oaks Tr. Cts., Murray,
James Graves Burkeen, Route
3, Box 380. Murray, Mrs. Linda
Diane Erwin, Route 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Marilyn Jean Walker and
Baby Boy, 201 South 3rd. St.,
Murray, Mrs Eula Payne
Gilbert, 824 Hurt Dr., Murray,
Mrs. Mary Mavis Allbritten, 504
Poplar, Murray, Isaac Mason
Smotherman, Route 5, Murray.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY
home for 16 year old boy. For
information
specific
call
Department
Human
for
Resources, 753-5362, ass for
Ramona Roberts.

1

- OPEN
SATURDAYS
Til Christmas
ESTES'
Ceramic Arts

I
r

12.. Insurance

full
Hea
Re

bel
751,
$114
Ben

15. Artides FOI Sale

13. For Sale Or Trade

Wooded Trails In Calloway County
As Beautiful As In The Smokies

WANTED

RUMMAGE SALE

'Backward Glance'
Is Book Published
By Ouida Jewell

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy Spann Realty. We have a
large staff of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.

Hospital Report

Guy Spann Realty

•••••••
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IX stole. Call 753-
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IN down carpet
bright and fluffy
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g Center.
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home
owner,
mobile homes,
nsurance & Real
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

ITS EASY

To Place Your
Ledger 8, Times...
18. Sewing Machines

WANT-ADS

22. Musical

RE1POSSESED SINGER Deluxe
zig-zag, heavy duty with earring
case, pick up payments, $13.00
month or pay cash balance
Murray Singer Sewing Center,
BelAir Shopping Center.
CLEARANCE
SALE-Sewing
machines. Brother heavy duty,
full size model number 1381,
Regular $79.95, now only $44.97.
Heavy duty zig zag, model 621,
Regular $99.95, now only, $63.56.
Deluxe zig zag model number
751, regular $159.95, now only
$114.37. Roby Sales, Highway 68,
Benton, Kentucky

24. Miscellaneous

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...
Or"

IE=113113,1

753-1916

-51.

STEREO UNIT. Practically new IREWOOD FOR sale Phone
and letting go for half price. 53-7580.
Consists of Garrard turn table,
AM-FM stereo radio, tape unit, GOOD UPRIGHT piano; 38'
head phone and mike jacks, plus Hotpoint electric range; small
two 4'x.2' speaker units. Phone Hotpini refrigerator; small
753-7903 or 753-6221 ask for Don. portable electric heater. Phone
753-4955.

JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
753-7625 nights.
TFC

Dwain Taylor Corner

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
Having trouble getting those
small jobs done? Call Ernest
White 753-0606.

PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00. WOOD FOR sale, will deliver.
Lonardo Piano Company, across Phone 436-2283.
from Post Office, Paris, Tennessee.
BIG CARPORT Sale, 218 Irvin,
Thursday, Nov. 15 and Friday,
SPINET-CONSOLE Piano. Nov. 16. Sale starts at 7:00 a.m.
Wanted: Responsible party to
purchase spinet piano on low GARAGE SALE, Saturday, Nov.
monthly payments. Can be seen 17, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., 915
locally. Write Manager, P.O. Box Waldrop. Many baby items, crib
276, Shelbyville, Indiana 46176. with matching dresser, boys
clothing, toys and games.

GARAGE BUILDING, aluminum
siding, carports and additions.
Now is the time to build. Call
Collect Mayfield 247-7672.
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC

211 New 1974 Chevrolet Impala Custom Coupes, available
in all colors, air, steering, brakes.
Danny Dick
See....
Hugh
Wright
J.H. Nix
Charlie Jenkins
"Where Better Deals Are Taylor Made"

Hazel Hwy.

Phone 753-2617

offiaf

CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY*11111CeS
51. Services Offered
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
TFC CLIP AND Save, having trouble I WILL keep up to three babies or
Master 489-2504.
SPINET CONSOLE piano. May FIREPLACE WOOD. Phone 753removing spots and stains from small children in my home.
AC-66 COMBINE, good condition be purchased by small monthly
,.,...d
-AY
4147, or 436-2390.
FOR ALL tour additions- your carpet for the holiday Phone 753-7276.
I0. Vnave•ow* frp•••••••
1
and chain saw. Phone 753-8156 or payments. See it locally. Write
remodeling, residential or season. Let us help you. Call 753753-6401.
Manager, P.O. Box 207, Carlyle,
"WHAT TAPE
commercial. New or old. Free 5568 after 4:00 p.m.
Service
Business
25.
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
62231.
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
Shop (old ice plant). Complete
A BUSINESS without a sign is a
FARMALL CUB tractor with
TIMBER-L01X.i1, on Tenn-. remodeling
repairs,
and
bushhog mower, also Blade,
sign of no business. Hanna Sign 32. Apartments For Rent
44. Lots For Sale
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville, cabinets, paneling, doors, forTUNING-repair- Company,753-8346
TFC
Plow, Disc and Cultivator. Phone PIANO
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC Tennessee, will build complete mica work, finish carpentry,
DELUXE TWO bedroom unrebuilding. Prompt expert ser7534997.
$10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per
Jfireplaces, starting at only contracting. Phone 753-4124 or
Central
apartment.
furnished
vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
month will buy a large wooded lot
$69-5.00. Selection of stones
bath,
built-ins,
tile
and
air,
heat
W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
at Keniana Shores. Lake access- ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service irvailable. Satisfaction 753-0790 nights.
carpeted, references required.
Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFe
Phone 753-8911.
TFC USED 23" 7.enieth
guaranteed. Phone 901-593black and Phone 753-7724 or 753-2409 central water-all weather
streets Phone 436-5320 or 436- -TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn- 3534.
white TV in working condition. evenings.
TF('
141-4' CHEROKEE boat, trailer,
Painting
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
2473
$25.00, phone 753-6686.
18 H.P. Johnson motor, one
•..
CLEAN
LEAVES and do hauling.
and
Tennessee will do your stone
swivel seat. Phone 7534885 after 23. Exterminating
FURNISHED, FOUR bedroom
work. Large selections of stone*Phone 753-4622.
Decorating
5:30 p.m.
•
CLEARANCE SALE,G.E. multi- and efficiency apartments near 45 Farms For Sale
.TEC
• Phone 901-593-3514.
LLY'S TERMITE and Pest
university. Ideal for students,
band radios.
37 At RE farm, two bedroom MITERING BY Sears. Sears WILL DO yard work and odd
control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
Interior & Exterior
BASS BOAT, 15' tri-hull, swivel 13th Street. "Every day you 3 band models P-4920. Regular phone 753-7575.
house, 2 car garage on 641 North. seamless gutters, installed per jobs. Phone 753-6769
seat, battery, gas tank, carpeted, delay lets bugs have their way." $36.95, Sale Price $29.88. 5 band
Local
Expenence and
4:30 p.m. ,your specifications. Call LarrY
Phone
753-3645
after
models P-4950. Regular $49.95. 33. Rooms For Rent
2,000 pound capacity trailer,6 ply
References
REFINISHINGJERRY'S
&
free
753-2310
for
Lyles at
Sale Price $38.88. 7 band models
tires. Phone 435-5323
FOR THE best in pest control
SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
TF0 Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
estimate
service and termite control call P-4980. Regular $124.95. Sale furnished, private entrance, air 46. Homes For Sail.
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Price
$89.88. 8 band models P18' PONTOON boat, Rebuilt, Superior Exterminating Com- 4960. Regular $69.95. Sale Price conditioned, refrigerator. BY OWNER: Deluxe three DOZER SERVICE D-6 cater- Jerry McCoy, owner ( 502) 492Phone 436-5608
TFC
TFC
8837.
pontoons filled with styrafoam. pany. 753-7266.
$49.88. 12 band models P-4990. Zimmerman Apartments, South bedroom, 2 bath brick home, just pillar. Phone 753-9007.
753-8278 753-9550
Make great duck blind. Call 753outside city limits. Family room
Regular $199.95. Sale Price 16th. Phone 753-6609.
SEAMLESS GUTTERS, baked
9349 after 5:00 p.m.
with fireplace, living room, wall
24. Miscellaneous
$139.88. Roby Sales, Highway 68,
All Work Guaranteed
an enamel finish, guaranteed 30
to wall carpeting, draperies,
34. Howes-Tor Rent
Benton, Kentucky.
years.
For
free
detailed
estimate
TOW
BAR
and
accessories,
$60.00
WESTHOI,T TENT camper
central heat and air, utility room,
phone Atkins Gutter service, SIGNS PAINTED Phone 436-2107
or best offer. Phone 753-4646.
UNFURNISHED-FULLY
$350.00, call 489-2483
double garage, large lot.
Sales
Mobile
Horne
27.
Murray 753-8407 or 753-8992.
after 5:00 p.m.
carpeted two bedroom house, $28,500.00. Phone 753-2715. (No
1969 CHEVY II, Nova SS, body
electric heat, well. oocated in Friday night or Saturday calls.)
OBILE
HOME
10
by
50,
natural
22. Musical
only. In good condition, nice
489-2646 or 489B C CONSTRUCTION, Complete DEPENDABLE BOY wants to
as, Fox Meadows D-2, $2,600 or country. Phone
REDUCED THREE bedroom
2648.
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. interior. 1967 Chevelle, new 4
basements, ready to live in if rake lawn. Phone Reed Heinst
offer.
753-0518.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo speed transmission. New 396-375
wanted,
patios, worth at 753-7582
garages,
three brick, two baths,central heat and
SYCAMORE,
609
HP engine, 100 per cent
dishwasher. A good
Piano Company, across from
sidewalks, retaining walls
bedrooms, two baths, carpeted, air, built-in
by
12
HOUSE
Trailer
on
large
Gerrald Boyd, Owner
Post Office, Paris, Tennessee. guaranteed. Body average, could ivate lot in Blood River Sub- electric heat, air conditioned. buy. Phone 753-8416.
driveways, etc. Also backhoe
be repaired cheap. Can be seen at
work. Call 437-4734 or 437-4765.
Garden spot. References and
division.
Call
436-2427.
209 S. 7th, Murray
ALUMINUM
Walston Auto Repair Dixieland
deposit required. $140.00. Phone
G.E. CLEARANCE Sale-8 track Shopping Center, Murray.
SIDING
53-1751
WILL DO baby sitting in my
753-2376.
stereo tape players. Automatic
EXTRA NICE 8'x35' trailer, 753-2835 after 5:00 p.m.
home, weekdays. Phone 474-2377.
record changer, audio systems, RUMMAGE SALE, Saturday, carpeted and air. Boyd's Trailer
BY OWNER
EXPERIENCED ROOFER, will
Maintenance Free - No
SIX ROOM house, furnished, Four bedroom brick house
duo-mode systems, tri-mode November 17, American Legion Park, Highway 94 East.
do
house
for
More Painting,
$19.00
a
souare
and
located at 109 S. 12th Street
systems, four channel sound Hall, 7:00 a.m. to 2:00 pm
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
on deep lot. Two baths,
furnish shingles, Also do patch
We cover all wood, It will
$100.00 per month. Available now. living room, dining room,
systems, FM-AM-FM stereo Clothes, furniture,
Electric
offers
24
hour
Ljobs. Call 7534569.
cut 30 per-cent off your
many other MOBILE HOME-1966, 10' x 51'. Call 753-4331.
receiver. While they last.
emergency
service for well
items. A lot of hand made Xmas phone 4374167 after 5,00 p.m.
large paneled den with
heat bill.
Model-Reg. Price-Sale Price gifts.
pumps, plumbing and electrical
fireplace, kitchen, with lots
(5 Party).
ELECTRONIC
ORGAN service, problems. Phone 753-5543.
M-8616 $62.95 649.88
37. Livestock - Supplies
of cabinets, full basement.
Call for Free Estimates all
makes
and
models
SC2705 $124.95 $99.95
ANTIQUE RADIOS, excellent NO DOWNPAYMENT-Bill's
Possession with deed.
4964866
Baldwin
Authorized
service.
Mobile
Homes,
Murray,
KenWILL DO baby-aitting in my
THREE BABY bull calves.
SC2005 $124.95 $109.95
Located at 512 Broad.
condition, all electric. Phone 437Phone HopkinsvWe 886-1877 or home weekdays. Phone 753-7828.
tucky and Paducah, Kentucky. Phone 492-8614.
SC2015 $159.95 $126.95
Cash Price $20,000.00
4314 after 4:00 p.m.
after 5:00 p.m. Cadiz 522-8660.
For qualified veterans with
SC2305 $199.95 $154.95
Phone 753-3953
SC3300 $209.95 $168.95
VITAMINS,approved credit. Own the mobile
NATURAL
NOTICE
SC3205 $259.95 6199.95
Murray's largest selection and home of your choice. Quality
NEED JOB! I have experience in
40 watts peak music, power on lowest prices. Hudson vitamins home with no closing cost. Also 641 PET Shop, 7 miles north of 47. Motorcycles
It is necessary for the Murray Water System to
plumbing, carpentry and wiring,
available up to 15 year rate Murray, Kentucky. Irish Setter
our most deluxe set. Roby Sales, franchise. Holland Drugs.
flush the fire hydrants Friday night, November
phone 437-4552.
financing at 10 percent down. puppies, tiny toy poodles, MINI TRAIL 50, like new. Can be
Highway 68, Benton, Kentucky.
16th. The flushing will begin about 10:00 p.m. and
Phone Murray 753-7303 or cockers, chihuahuas, gerbles and seen after 5:00 p.m. at 714 Olive
CARPORT SALE, shoes, clothes,
WILL DO trash and brush, will be completed during the night. If there is any
Paducah
443-6150.
753-2888
or days
SPECIAL HOLIDAY prices on records, albums, odds and ends.
hampsters, fish and supplies. or phone nights
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
discoloration in your water when first turned on
753-5902.
New pianos and organs-used 801 North 19th Street, off College TAKE OVER
Phone 753-1862 or 753-9457.
TFC
7534130.
payments on house
Saturday
morning, flush well before using. We
pianos. J&B Music. Phone 753- Farm Road.
trailer, 12'x40', all electric.
7575.
WILLIE'S
HARLEY
INTERIOR
&
Exare
sorry
DAVIDSON
for any inconvenience, but it is
motorARC REGISTERED toy poodle
Phone 437-4735.
cycle, acc, under 2,000 miles. terior Painting. Phone 753-4832
required
that
we do this twice a year.
apricot,
puppies,
males
and
INSTRUMENT RENTAL or FALL FENCE sale, now through
12'x54' LAMAR Mobile home,two females. Also ARC registered Good condition. $200.00. Phone from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
Murray Water & Sewer System
estimate
For
free
26.
November
purchase. We don't rent for 8
753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free
bedrooms, 1 baths. Phone 753- German shepherd puppies. 753- 7537276.
weeks we rent as long as you Call Larry Lyles at Sears, 753estimates.
0957.
1386 after 5:00 p.m.
want. On cash sales only through 2310.
1972 SUZUKI 350, good condition.
December 15th we offer 20 per BATTERIES $8.95 to $14.95. Any
"LAND AUCTION"
cent off on all Con and Selmer car, discount to dealers. Atomic 29. Mobile Home Rentals PONY WITH Saddle and bridle, Must sell due to leaving town.
Sat. Nov. 24th 1:90 p.m.-1973
Will
take
best
instruments. Shackleton's 612 batteries, 401 North 4th Street,
offer.
753-4303.
Phone 753TWO BEDROOM, 10' x 50' house
0713.
Paris, Tennessee
Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Murray, 753-8572.
Sale will be held on the farm 10 miles north of Paris on R idgeway Store Rd Turn off Hwy 69, 8 .
trailer. 3 blocks from University BIRD
Champion
DOGS.
Store, turn left and farm is 2nd house on left Watch
Procede
miles
to
north
old
Ridgeway
of
Paris.
now.
on private lot. Available
for /WOWS,.
bloodlines. Pointers and setters. 49. Used Cars & Trucks
Call 753-7833 or 753-5709.
Phone Benton 527-9759 after 5:30
SELLING TO SETTLE THE ESTATE
BUICK SKYLARK-1968, one
.m.
owner, 54,000 actual miles.
FOX MEADOWS and Coach
51 ACRE FARM
This farm is improved with a frame house that has been paneled in living room, bath and 2
i•or the convenience of the Citizens of
Radial tires, also snow tires.
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
bedrooms. Has hardwood floors in living room. There are 2 bedrooms upstairs. Heat supply is gas
Public Sales
Phone 753-3976 after 6:00 p.m.
Small parks. Superior acMurray and Calloway County . .
and the electrical Supply is new 125 amp box Other improvements are 12100' block storege house
which also houses a 2" well; stke house and stock barn This home has a shady lot providing a
commodations. Residential area. AUCTION
SALE, Saturday, DODGE SEDAN-1950. Fine
desirable setting
South 16th Street, 753-3855.
This farm is divided by the road and will be offered in II Tracts-owners reserve option to the 2
November 17, 10:00 a.m, at the condition. Second owner. Phone
tracks together
late
R.P.
Bevirts
home,
three
Tract
1-23 acres of land with the improvements located on this tract. This land is gently rolling
753-5668.
Will Be From: 7-4 Monday thru Friday
with part being open and part in wood An excellent opportunity for a small home site.
miles south of Sedalia, Kentucky
Rent
To
Want
31.
Tract11-28 acres of and in one field with good road frontage. This tract is level, good providing
7-12 Noon Saturday
on the Lynnville Highway. Will
land with 95 per cent in cultivation. It has a nice farm pond stocked with fish.
PLYMOUTH-I968 Fury II, air,
sell
a
lot
of
nice
These two tracts are under Clay lease.
antique
and
LOCAL COUPLE wants to rent
steering and brakes. Excellent
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
usable furniture, a collection of
unfurnished
house
two
bedroom
condition.
753-3861
$700.00.
Phone
13
ACRE FARM
Starting September 1, 1973
This farm is located 1 mile east of Old Ridgeway Store Blv Watch for sale arrows
or apartment. Phone 753-4759 good depression glass, lots of old or Lee's Upholstery 753-5154.
This farm is also divided by the road and will be Offered in 2 tracts with owners reserving the
collector's items. Also a large lot
after 5:00 p.m.
option to tie both tracts together
of shop, garden and hand tools, MORRIS MANOR-1959
Tract 111-48 acres north of road and also bounded on the east by road Xi acres of tillable land
1000
rubber tired wagon, hog feeder, station wagon with wood
with 8 acres sown in Leopedsa. Balance of this tract was in soybeans this year and they have
trim.
already been harvested
Warm Morning and oil stove, Phone
435-5323
TractIV -45 acres south of road with 37 acres tillable land all in one field Here is a tract of land
that is level with plenty of road frontage There are no improvements to keep up The beans have
TWO BEDROOM Duplex; fully space will not permit me to
already been harvested. Possession can be immediate.
carpeted, central heat and air itemize every little item. This is OLDSMOBILE 98-1968, fully
stove furnished, attic storage, not a dealer's sale. The mer- equipped, full power, good
Note-These two tracts of land are level Memphis Loring Silt Loom Soil They are clean with a
garbage disposal, all yard work chandise has been handed down condition. Phone 753-2553.
small tract of woods and would be excellent for continuous row crop farming or good pasture land
'The only improvement is a log tobacco barn so there will be very little upkeep or expense to
also
family
in
for
the
years.
Bevins
Landscape Your Living Room
kept up by owner. Located
this farm It pays to buy productive type land."BUY ONE TRACT OR ALL"
Puryear Heights Subdivision in Come expecting a good all da 1971 FORD Country Sedan, six
Term. 10 miles out of Murray, sale.
Think Green
Terms -TO per cent- Balance within 45 days upon delivery of
passenger station wagon. Power
deed
For information phone Chester
Possession with deed
Call 247-5240 before 2:00.
and air. Dark green with saddle
& Miller Auction Service 435-4042
interior. Clean 753-7228.
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom or 435-4672.
"For More Information Contact"
duplex aparment to couple or
J.O. Wade Estate
1967 CHEVROLET Caprice, 4
couple with one child. Call 492Lorry Wade 615-384-8468 Springfield, Tenn
door hardtop, vinyl top full
Lots
For
Sale
8225.
Damn Gallimore 901-247-3998 Pnryear, Tenn
power, air conditioned, 45,000
0 LOTS with small block miles $600.00. Phone 7534235
Wilton Thompson 9014424937 Paris , Tenn.
FURNISHED APARTMENT, heuae, good well, plenty ofshade, alter 5:30 p.m.
OR
one bedroom, air conditioned, 214 an water law. Has out ututaing3'
miles out on 121. Couple or single located at Almo Heights. Second PONTIAC LEMANS-1969,
ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AticrloN SALES
on right east of 641. Price maroon with black vinyl top,
boy. Phone 753-3139 or 7534064.
Marv* E. AleFialler Aoctioneer Lk, No..
=.. .
.
versa Good condition, Good
Martin.Tow.
Pi. 587-4244
tth.
--ONE BEDROOM furnished 1459"). jr4ne
mileage. Phone 753-7941.
Wendell Alexander
Terry Oliver
Night: Mambo E.Mensier
apartment, electric heat and air EAUTIFUL WOODED lot 141' x
364-2855
364-27108
587-4568
conditioned Close to university. 204' on U.S. Highway 641 South. 1968 FORD pick-up V-8, I4 ton
500 N 4th
Phone 7534944
People Are Selling The Alexander Way"
"Ware
Real nice Phone 753-4478 or 753- For new home or mobile home. black and white. Call
after 5 p.m.
6199.
Phone owner 753-0774.

19. Farm Equipment
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Delbert Collins

Complete
Radiator
Heater Repair

SHOLAR
AUTO REPAIR

FOR SALE

RS. Pets - Supplies

N

T

E

th.

The Land Fill Hours

New Shipment!!

32..ftertmenb For Rent

FOLIAGE

v Palms
v Crotons
v Dracaena
v Rubber Plants

44.
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I Deaths and Funerals 1 Wall Street Chaled
Fred Wickoff Rites By Energy Situation
Mrs. Alma Smiley
Dies This Morning
At Local Hospital
Mrs. Alma Smiley of Murray
Route Seven died this morning
at 12:30 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 74
years of age and her death
sIollowed an extended illness.
The deceased was preceded in
death by a sister, Mrs. Eyelyn
Bynum of Murray, on October
24 of this year. Born December
5, 1898, she was the daughter of
the late Tommy Jackson and
Bobbie Leet Jackson.
Survivors are one daughter,
Marshall (Bobbie)
Mrs.
Higgins, and four grandchildren, Mary Elizabeth,
Rebecca Ann, Debbie Jean, and
Marshall Wayne Higgins, all of
Murray Route Seven; two
sisters, Mrs. Gertie Hood of
Union City, Tenn., and Mrs.
Mary Cunningham of Clinton.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev.
Heyward Roberts officiating.
Burial will be in the Mt.
Moriah Cemetery in Hickman
County. Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p.m.
today ( Friday).

Sarurday Morning
Funeral services for Fred
(Pa) Wickoff will be held
Saturday at 10:30 a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. A.M.
Thomas officiating.
Pallbearers will be Jerry
Willhite, Eddie Willhite, Max
Marling, Carlos Elkins, Lestel
Elkins, and Robert Peskuski.
Burial will be in the Fossett
Cemetery. Friends may call at
the funeral home.
Wickoff, age 85, died Wednesday at six a.m. at the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Daisy Marea Wickoff of
Murray Route Six, and two
sisters, Mrs. Julia Evans of
Torance, Calif., and Mrs. Amy
Hickerson of Phoenix, Ariz.

NEW YORK (AP) - Wall
Street is feeling a chill from
the uncertainties surrounding
the nation's energy supplies.
The surfac[ng of the nation's
immediate energy worries within the past three weeks has
been accompanied by one of
the sharpest drops in stock
market prices in recent memory. Since Oct. 29, the paper value of all stocks held has
dropped an estimated $100 billion, based on declines in the
popular market indexes of between 9 and 12 per cent.
-I've seen no times that quite
compare with this," said Lucien Hooper, a market analyst
with W. P. Hutton & Co. who
has spent 54 years on Wall
Street.
Investment counselors almost
unanimously attribute the selloff to energy uncertainties.
They say investors are fright-

Fire In Los Angeles
Apartment Kills 24
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First Presbyterian
hurch Services
Planned Sunday

Council'Recommeilds 23 Per Cent
Increase For State Universities

The public is invited to participate in the, education and
worship experiences of the First
Presbyterian Church, 16th &
Main Streets, a church
spokesman said. Church School
classes for all ages are held at
9:30 am.The service of worship
is at 10:45 a.m. A nursery is
provided. ,
This Sunday the pastor,
Churck Moffett, will preach on
the topic "No Deposit-No
Scripture
The
Return."
readings will he from Genesis
1:24-31, and II Corinthians 5:146:1.
Under the direction of Dr.
Carl Mowery, the Adult Choir
and a Brass Ensemble will
present the anthem: "Rise Up 0
Men Of God," arranged by
Landgrave. Members of the
Brass Ensemble are: Trumpets: John Goode, Robert
Johnson, Kip Mason; Horns:
Roger Biggs, Lynn Harrison,
Baritone; Steve Rowell; Tuba:
Dan Travis.
The Youth Choir, accompanied by John Goode and
Robert Johnson on trumpet, will
present the Offertory Anthem:
"Praise To The Lord." Both
Prices of stocks of local in- anthems will be accompanied
terest at noon today, furnished by the church organist, Cindy
to the Ledger & Times by I. M Hartwell.
Simon Co. are as follows:
14 -4
Airco
8% UNC
Am. Motors
47% .
1
%
A.T. & T.
26% +Vs
Ashland Oil
14% +%
Boise Cascade

eried by- the suggestiort that a
lack of energy supplies might
deal a severe blow to economic
activity and growth next year
and possibly beyond.
The Dow Jones average of 30
industrial stocks, probably the
best known market average,
has fallen more than 110 points,
or close to 12 per cent, since
Oct. 29. It closed Thursday at
874.55, less than 25 points above
the low it reached in August
after an eight-month bear market. All but wiped out are the
gains scored in an impressive
rally in September and October.
Analysis are divided whether
the market has yet hit bottom
and discounted the worst of all
foreseen energy problems. David Wendell of David L. Babson
Associates in Boston said he
viewed the current situation as
a buying opportunity, even
though he felt the magnitude of
the energy crisis was being underestimated.

Stock Market

FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP) - er tuition for full-time, in-state
The Council on Higher Public students about $100 a year at
Education recommends that the University of Louisville.
The breakdown by school:
Kentucky spend about 23 per
-Western Kentucky Univercent more in the two years
starting next July on its eight sity. The university had sought
state colleges and universities. $37.7 million, while $36.4 million
The schools had sought about was recommended. The univer$35 million more for the 1974-76 sity received $32.7 million for
biennium than the $351.6 mil- the current biennium. The
lion recommended Thursday by
the council.
The recommendation is $65.3
million more than the amount
- ed from Page 1)
Cantina
appropriated for the schools in
to have their
appointment
the 1972 General Assembly.
The state Finance Depart- hearing tested.
The hearing testing of
ment will review the proposed
allotments before a figure is in- students of Murray City Schools
corporated in the executive will continue as follows:
budget that (ov. Wendell Ford November 27, Robertson
will submit to the 1974 General Elementary School; November
28, Murray Middle School;
Assembly.
The proposed allotments December 4, Carter Elemenwould mean an increase in tary School.
Mrs. Starks and Mrs. Campfunding for the state's colleges
and universities from 19.7 to bell, hearing testing chairmen
20.1 per cent of state general for the Theta Department said
fund expenditures, said Dr. this was a special project of the
A.D. Albright, the council's ex- department which had been on
a smaller scale in previous
ecutive director.
ex- years; but this year with the
recommended
The
penditures by the state would cooperation of the Division of
allow most schools to increase Speech and Hearing at Murray
faculty salaries about 5.5 per State University, the program
had been expanded to include
cent a year.
The council also recommend- all students of the Murray City
ed spending $2.1 million to low- Schools.

Hearing . ..

school also would get $985,000
to renovate two buildings and
construct and industrial education annex.
-U of L. The university
sought $68 million, while $46.3
million was recommended. U of
L received $30.9 million in 197274.
-University of Kentucky. The
university sought $158.1 million,
while $153.8 million was recommended. That compares with
$134.3 million received in 197274.
-Northern Kentucky State.
The council recommended $12.4
million, compared to $24.2 million requested by NKSC. The
school also would receive $12.3
million for construction of four
buildings, some parking lots
and recreational facilities.
-Murray State University.
The university sought $26.4 million, and the council recommended $25.2 million.
-Morehead State University.
Morehead sought $23.3 million,
compared with $22.1 million
recommended by the council.
-Eastern Kentucky University. Eastern sought $36.4 million, compared with $35.4 million recommended.
-Kentucky State Universit*
Kentucky State sought $11.5
million, while $9.4 million was
recommended.

LOS ANGELES (AP)- Fire scene within 15 minutes of the
flashed through an apartment first alarm and found "the cenbuilding early today, trapping tral lobby was fully engulfed in
— -some sleeping residents and flames."
Hill said many of the bodies
forcing others to toss their children to rescuers and then leap were found on the top floors of
for their lives. Fire Chief Ray- the 40-year-old building. Sheetmond Hill said 24 persons died, draped bodies were lined on a
sidewalk outside. ..
nine of them children.
45% +I%
Ford
Final rites for Hardie Adams
"This is the laritest loss of Gen.
An undetermined number of
56% +%
Motors
held
being
WASHINGTON(A?)-Pres- energy crisis was so important for 12 pumper stations.
of Coldwater are
persons were missing and offi- life in a fire in Los Angeles his16% +I% ident Nixon said today there is that it overrode this consideratoday at two p.m. at the chapel cials said at least 52 persons tory," said Wilmington. He said (len. Tire
Work on the 789-mile pipeline
19 +% a "reasonable possibility" that tion."
of the Max Churchill Funeral were injured in what they said the worst previous fire oc- Goodrich
itself will begin in the rugged
72% -+-% Arab nations will increase their
William B. Miller, SuperinNixon had been urged by Roy Keystone Canyon area north of
Home with Rev. Glen Puckett was the worst fire in the city's curred in a hotel in 1970. He Gulf Oil
20% UNC oil exports to the United States Ash, director of the Office of
tendent of Calloway-County
Pennwalt
officiating.
Valdez, the ice-free Gulf of
history. An undetermined num- said it killed 19 persons and in- Tappan
8% +4 and Europe.
guest
Management and Budget, to Alaska port to which the oil Schools, will be the
Serving as pallbearers are ber of the injured were report- jured 30.
-les
33%
speaker
Quaker
for
Oats
meeting
of
breakfast
veto
bill
the
because
in
comment
the
Sheridan,
Jewell
made
He
Robert Byrd,
will be piped to waiting tankers
Cause of the fire was not deed in critical condition in hospiof United Methodist men at
signing the Alaska pipeline bW, provisions broadening the bound for West Coast ports.
Otto Chester, Thurston Fur- tals.
termined, but an immediate arKlrksey, on Sunday morning,
of
government
powers
to
work
for
way
the
clearing
permit
ches, Chester Reeder, and Les
a
authorizes
bill
The
Hours after the fire was ex- son investigation was begun.
18, according to
November
regulatory
agencies.
bilthe
$4.5
in
the
be
on
will
start
year
next
Burial
Douglas.
for the line and increases the
tinguished, some of the build- However, fire inspector Jack
Nixon said the adminis- maximum width for pipeline Billie Dale Smith, program
lion project to tap America's
Bazzell Cemetery.
ing's estimated 200 residents Sisk said the building was
tration's stehs to deal with the right of ways across public Chairman.
richest known oil field.
Mr. Adams, age 82, died remained unaccounted for, offi- being refurbished and "I undercrisis "will require land, overriding a federal apenergy
is
administration
the
said
He
Wednesday at 9:50 am, at the cials said.
stand there were some halfRandy McCallon and Mark
making sufficient progress in some sacrifice by all and no peals court decision of last FebConvalescent Division of the
lying
cans
paint
empty
McCallon, youth members of
Sleeping residents of the 68any."
by
the
suffering
regarding
negotiations
Murray-Calloway County
on
project
the
halting
ruary
building in the city's around."
The vast reservoir of oil was grounds it violated the old lim- the club, will be in charge of the
Middle East that there is a
Hospital. He is survived by his unit, brick
Building manager Raymond
overwere
section
Wilshire
devotional. Meeting is at seven
the
discovered
on Alaska's North it.
wife, Mrs. Eunice Haneline
The Harding College A "reasonable possibility"
a.m.
by the spiraling fire Bartlett said he had received
setting
1968,
Slope
February
in
their
increase
will
nations
Arab
Adams,one daughter, Mrs. C.O. whelmed
Ark.,
Prudhoe
Searcy,
the
in
field,
comply
oil
The
to
Cappela Chorus of
broke out shortly before notice 10 months ago
off the environmental struggle.
Rogers, one son, Colie D. that
of exports.
Bay area on the Arctic Ocean,
Breakfast will be served bv
officials said. with a 1970 city building ordi- will present a program
PST,
midnight
grandsons.
"But even if it happened toAdams, and two
the
The bill passed in both houses has reserves estimated at 10 the Kirksey Methodist Chefs
at
stairenclosed
music
requiring
religious
nance
licked up
fire
the
said
They
Mike Davis and Pat D. Adams.
done so. University Church of Christ on morrow we would still have an of Congress earlier this week. billion to 30 billion barrels.
and the meeting will be over at
open stairwells to the upper wells, but had not yet
own- Saturday, November 17, at 8:00 energz crisis for this year," he In Anchorage, Alyeska Pipeline
Alyeska was formed by seven 8:00 a.m. in time for each one to
building
gave
notice
The
Stratford
U-shaped
floors of the
said.
Service Co., a consortium of oil oil companies, which paid more get home and return to Sunday
p.m.
Apartments, which has wings ers five years to do the job.
In signing the bill, Nixon firms building the pipeline, an- than $900 million to the state of School.
most
in
been
the
of
building
one
Chorus,
this
"Had
The
of three and four stories.
college said: "About three years late nounced it hoped to get a con- Alaska for leases on 412,453
death widely
traveled
"I woke up and the place was compliance, I'm sure the
Visitors are cordially invited,
struction permit soon after the acres.
States, but better late than never."
so
been
United
the
have
not
would
in
toll
choruses
all aflame," said Clarence Gloa church spokesman said.
he will President signs the bill.
said
President
The
states,
it
46
guess
in
"I
said.
appeared
Hai
high,"
has
ver, 66, a resident of the buildask Congress to consider sepaCombined from Page 1)
An engineer said the first
to
ing which is situated in a poor- takes a tragedy like this
rate legislation repealing provi- year's work, which could start
NAME OMITTED
legislation."
spark
went
"I
the
er section of the city.
The council agreed to ask
sions he objects to in the bill.
as early as June, would include
The name of Steve Gough,
Firemen and witnesses recity attorney, Wells Overbey, to down the fire escape ... I
road construction near the student in the seventh grade at
Construction of the pipeline,
include ai the proposed dog could hear everyone scream- ported six to 12 persons jumped
Yukon River and site clearance the Murray Middle School, was
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Alasthe
from
miles
windows.
789
run
to
story
upper
of
out
limiting
ordinance a provision
ing."
not included in the list subbe
can
that
been
for
who
had
dogs
stalled
kan Arctic,
the number of
Fire Capt. Walt Wilmington Among them were mothers
MOTHER GOOSE
mitted to the Ledger & Times as
three years by environmental
kept by one household to 3 adult said by the time the first three dropped their babies to resthe high honor roll
made
having
jumped
then
lawsuits.
and
below
cuers
under
fire
the
arrived,
puppies
fire companies
dogs, excluding
FASHION
for the first nine weeks of
The pipeline is to be comhad spread to all floors. "And themselves, they said.
three months old.
Air
ShoppmgCenter
Bel
school.
pleted in 1977, the White House
Elias Gonzales, 19, who lived
Councilman Prentice Lassiter by the time our firemen got
build600,some
the
and
carry
said,
to
is
of
floor
first
the
on
"very
flames
the
up,
was
lines
he
hose
that
their
reported
000 barrels per day initially, inhappy to say that the streets had shot through the roof," he ing, said he caught four babies.
creasing eventually to 2 million
"I ran outside, I looked up and
were in better shape than said.
barrels per day. That amount
He said more than 50 persons there was a woman on the fire
they've been since I've been on
of oil would represent about 8%
were rescued from the flaming escape with a baby," he said.
the council."
Two local persons, David J.
per cent of today's total U.S.
He said that the street building by firemen who guided "She dropped the baby to me,
Gowans and Mrs. John Mary
petroleum consumption.
department has spent $100,651 residents down ladders and fire then she jumped. She was all
Curtis) Taylor, are members of
dollars on paving and that the escapes. Others had already right."
Nixon said the bill "has a
the Nashville Symphony OrNot all those who dropped
department is now in the leaped from the structure, officouple of clinkers in it that I
chestra which will be presented
their babies and jumped fared
1972 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, full power and factory air,
resee
to
like
process of patching holes in cials said.
much
would very
in concert by the Murray Civic
one owner, local car, white with black roof, white
Deputy Fire Chief Dosel Bru- as well. Vince Alva, 46, a third
various streets throughout the
moved; however, I thought the
Music Association on Sunday,
leather interior.
netti said he arrived at the fire floor resident, said he, his wife
city.
18,
p.m.
3:30
at
at
November
and 15-year-old son fled the
Dr. Kenneth Davis, Jr.
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
flames and took part in the res1972 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, full power and factory air,
Director of Chorus
State University.
cue.
local car, willow green with green roof.
Gowans, associate professor
"A lady on the third floor had Canada and Mexico. The.group
the
in
Music
at
of
at
the' 196* Neu"York
Department
a baby in her arms," Alva appeared
1972 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, full power and factory air,
Murray State University, plays
said. "She dropped the baby to World's Fair and performed in
one owner, local car. Special $4295. New Price $8478.
the viola in the orchestra. He
my son and then she jumped. 16 European countries during
the summers of 1969 and 1971. A
has been a member of the or1971 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, full power and factory air,
chestra for many years.
smaller group within the
local car, Special $3695.
Gowans teaches woodwind
chorus, the Belles de Beaux, has
performed in 19 countries on
The One-Way Singers of the instruments at Murray State
1972 Oldsmobile Toronado Coupe, full power and factory'
five USO tours.
Memorial Baptist Church will where he has been a member of
air, double stereo, one owner, local car, Doctor's
The chorus is, perhaps best present Bob Oldenburg's the faculty for many years.
Special $3695.
A small brown bear was known in this country for its musical presentation of "Good
Mrs. Taylor, who has
reported stolen from the weekly radio program,"Hymns News" at the church on Bachelor of Science in music
1972 Oldsmobile Delta 88 Custom, 4 door sedan, power and
Hungry Bear Restaurant From Harding," currently Saturday, November 17, at 7:30 education and Masters in
air, one owner, local car, Special $21395.
Thursday, according to Murray heard on 140 stations across the p.m.
education at Murray State
City Police.
country.
the
is
McCutchen
University, plays the violin in
C. Alan
1969 Oldsmobile 88, 4 &Dor sedan, air and power, local car,
Police said the small stuffed
Dr. Kenneth David, Jr., a director of the singers com- principal second for the orslick as the hair on a mole's back.
bear was stolen from the top of graduate of Westminister Choir posed of the Junior and Senior chestra. She has been with the
the cigarette machine at the College and Indiana University, High School Young People of Nashville group for five years,
1968 Oldsmobile 98, Holiday Sedan, full power and air, one
restaurant.
has been director of the group the church.
and formerly played with the
owner, local car, Special $995.
The bear, valued at $300, was for a number of years.
Among them are Kathy Louisville Symphony.
thought to have been stolen by
Among compositions to be Bayles, Robin Bayles, Larry
The two Murrayans travel to
1973 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door sedan, double power and air,
two men who fled in a tan or performed are selections by Bolen, Martin Bone, Stanley Nashville, Tenn., two or three
local car, one owner, Special $3395.
brown car, police said.
Bach, Mendelssohn, Gallus, Bone, David Cathey, Vickie times weekly to rehearse or
12 pieces hot chicken
An investigation is continuing Arkhangelsky, Balakireff, and Cathey, Debbie Chilcutt, Mit- play in concerts. They are met
1972 Pontiac Grand Ville. 4 door hard top, full power and
into the theft.
1 pint potatoes
factory air, double stereo, 60-40 seats. Special $2995.
Gretchaninoff. Contemporary chell Cunningham,Lynn at Paris Landing State Park by
New Price $6221.
works, hymns and spirituals Easley, Phyllis Elkins, Ann Joe Routon of Paris, Teft.,
1 pint gravy
SECRETARIES MEET
will also be included in the Fair, Cindy Gould, Becky artist with the educational
1 pint cole slaw
Murray
Chapter, program.
The
1947 Chrysler New Yorker, 4 door sedan, one owner, local
Gould, Kim Grogan, Roger television at the University of
Secretaries
National
15 hot rolls
car, slick as a hounds tooth
The group has released Grogan, Randy Grogan, Kathy Tennessee, Martin Branch, who
Association (Intl), will meet several long-play
Edwards lemon meringue pie
albums, in- Halford, Chuck Higginbotham, plays second violin with the
the
on
Monday, Nov. 19 at 7 p.m
1967 Ford Thunderbird landau, full power and air, 2 door
cluding the recent release of Kathy Higginbotham, Cindy orechestra.
6 pack of RC Colas
second floor of the Calloway
hard top, Special $795.
"Harding's Hundred Hymns." Jetton, Cindy Johnson, Debbie
Gowans,
Taylor,
and
Mrs.
County Court House. Guest Also
available are two albums Lee, Louie Peters, Cindy Routon also play with the
speaker will be Nat Ryan of
1962 Pontiac, drag it off $50.00.
wedding songs and an album Rednour, Jeff Reed, Vicki Jackson, Tenn., Symphony
Hughes.
of children's hymns. Copies of Roberts, Glenda Scarbrough, Orchestra.
1961 Dodge,red as a fox's tail, ruff and ready.
these recordings will be Ray Stewart, and Cindy Vance.
TIME CHANGE
Dr. Thor Johnson is the
The group is accompanied by conductor for the Nashville
The Red Cross Hospital available for purchase after the
lioluoreem.will must Mora:toy, -P-r9Kreln,-- ••••`•• - "'
4-1.--Piz-r.8;
OrtheAtled.
afiderite
-Dutu-ar "
The University Church of Casteel, guitar, and John can attend the concert by
November 19, at one p.m. in•
stead of three p.m. as Christ is pleased to sponsor this Gilbert, guitar.
presenting their ID cards and
A repeat performance of the general admission to the
previously announced, in the program and cordially invites
1113 Sycamore Street-Phone 753-7101
program will be on Sunday at Sunday attraction is oy
conference room of the Murray- the community, to attend, a
MA IN STREET
church spokesman said.
seven p.m. at the church,
C..alloway County Hospital.
membership only.

Nixon Signs Pipeline Bill; Says
Arab Nations May Increase Exports

Rites Held Today
For Hardie. Adams
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Miller Speaker At
Breakfast Sunday
At Kirksey Church

Harding College
Chorus To Sing
At Local Church

Sky

on
MO

th

Council . .

Open Sunday

Mrs. Taylor And
Gowans Members
Nashville Group

Harvest Time
Special
FRI.,SAT., & SUN.

Bear Stolen From
Local Restaurant

One-Way Singers
Of Church Will
Present Program

$6.99
A Bounty
of Food

„„, _ Katiocktfiled Aoki*
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